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.agency. He said Ili. Jerome had
RUFFIANS HIRED told hint he had better let the mat-ter drop; that there was nothing to
siLitedit. The detectives told hint they wouldta ik maapart(7peurp,rebutrytheAy shatod IntTO KILL THAW 
' Camatock, he said, he discovered that1 Delaney Nicoll, the attorney, wasacting 39 legal adviser, both t us to
WERE IN EMPLOY OF WHITE, Stanford White and to Comstock.
PRISONER TOLD DR. lae regarded this at; another link in
EVANS. the conspiracy against him. I asked
why he carried a pistol and he
said Roger O'Mara, an independent
detective of Pittsburg, had achieed
him to do eo after he had told
YESTERDAY MORNING O'Mara that on several occasimis
; thugs had jostled him in an attempt
I to get him into a quarrel and street
HIS brawl, Ile said these thugs were the
'hired agents of Stanford White. He
I said White had 'hired the Monk East-man sling ao get him into a quarrel
set, then beat or kick hint to death."
TRIAL WAS RESUMED
RO'R BOLTON TAKES
OLD PLACE IN THE
BOX.
Pipers in Divorce Case in Which
Evelin Thaw Was Co.
Respondent.
Nett hiairk.,Feh. ill.—Afh. r :it, in-
terruption of four days, the trial ot
Ilarry K. Thaw was resumed today.
Jure" Joe. H. Bolton, the death of
N•4&or wife sin Thursday morinng Last
sawed the postponement of the case
and the releaser of the jury host close
confinement. was early at the etitni.
nal ciente Itarliding this morning, th-
ah.ring liw felt perfectly able tee go
sliead with the trial During the per-
hal of the Icing adjawrnneetit there
hid been many rumors of a conflict
suiting the defendant's) counsel. bat
a. the opening ai court taday all
the lax attorneys who bloc represent
• • ed Thaw during the proceedings is
Ine raiiiessel tattle. efineolting
' 
to-
gether a. usual Even Mr. Menke.
eta, hail not been metaled tn Mts.
,I kited, efficial list of attorneys an
eittn out Saturday. aas in his seem.-
turned place at taw preloner's right.
.1r. Alt-Pdat s partner of Mr Del-
i-ad.
tat
Evelyn Nesbit Was in
Ledersrs Divorce Cass.
New York, Feb. t14.—Mr. Deltnae,
Harry Thaw', leading counsel Sat-
ettlay summoned to the Tombs all
his subeordlerates to discuss and pre-
pare for the introduction to the trial
by Jerome of the papers in the
George M. Lederer divorce suit, in
which Eaelyn Nesbit was named as
ceseeepolident Mr. Itelmas learned
fur the first time yesterday that Mrs
:maw had figured in the &office caw.
'Iliv members of Mr. Jerome's
tad' were surprieed alien they learn-
ed the rt%1%**14 Orr thr sudden alaitm
ut the defense. They supposed every-
body tnear Mi.. Nesbit had beets
named in the case Mr. jerante sa-
t..i.d- to make a chat laareliitig crass-
(-termination in rah-Tenor ti. the tahl•
l:4'7 matter. .
tir lann tl. Hand. who has beer
:tali the railroad. .1f Chicago, has
teken the position of salesman (Ur
the Featherston Foundry and
company of the Windy City.
.• 3 former rultsr Ile belly
Dr. Evens Rocullod.
Itraant F-cana. .uperisiteri-
dent 44 the New Jersey state hospital
REED *ILL
for the insane at Morris Plante, was
-vii the hand last 'Thursday when the
trial was adjourned, ant) was recalled
today a. die first witness air Del
was took up the direct essminatian
fii the witness., thin restinveg hut. a.•
ataiii a. leaching epansel.
"He then told me." continued Dr
I vans. "of Seat/Oral White, and at
First length spoke of the alleged
artists* *1st mon bad inflicted on the
inwent and purtamnded
' He never referred to himself. and
did not seem to feel in any danger
Ism hi. pontoon as apf rb*iller 411711•L
ed with morek-r Ile declared that
at fiat hail dinned. pepisoned and
nailed a great number of young .wo-
mien who had not been inclined to
crime —women wbrese minds. as ss-ell
as bodies laid been pure. tic dee
dared it to he she sehetne of hte own
lawyers and everybody else to *hare
ai these matters shut away front the
pyliffe“
I. Famine next si.it as. ,D111 Aug.
1144 21. last. 'Thew came into the
eaaminahon room of the Tombs with
A large pasteboard box in his arm...
It was filled with papers He was
nervotia and agitated and looked at
Math myself and Dr Wagner with dm
peculiar stare: lie had an air of self-
importance as if he was telling us
shat to dd instead of undergoing an
ca;artiration himself lie said he felt
1.r. right tad .-'.ept very well. He
then proceeded to tell us the Same
story of pecatettniaha he had related
1.! me on the accanian of my first
vi. it-.
referreattata .This man. this
creature, the beast. the blackguard,"
;old said the man )sad sought to take
the virtue of Pre, pure-miaded the
iron whn came within the epthre of
olseervation.
'11 tried to save them.' Mr. Thaw
Pitt to us, and added, 'I did all in
my power. I never wanted to shoot
the creature. I never wanted to kill
him. I know he was a foul creature,
Aiestroying all the mothers and daugh-
ters in. America, but I wanted
through legal means to bring him to
trial. I wanted to get him 'into court.
so he would be brought to justice.'
Lays it to Providence.
"! then asked- lxim why muter shell
•arcurruitances 'be had allot Mr.
V 'hitt."
'Trot-ideate took charge of it,' he
replied, ` this was on act of providence.
Fee my part I %%maid rather -have him
in court the humiliation the
Won of Ifis act: --woital sehave-
is
"Diddle tell you what he had done.
.
anytbing, to liring Staavforil \Vhite
court?" waked Mr. Ihelmas.
hitio, he said lie had gone to see
Anthony Cot:restock. Dietrict Attorney
' mine anal a priN ate detective
LARGER MACHINES
AT PUMP HOUSE
BOA.RD OF WORKS TAKES
THIS QUESTION UP THIS
AFTERNOON
Body Preparing to Start Off Much
of This Year's Public Im-
provements.
During thi, attenuant': seweinn ot;
the board of pabfic works there will
be takeis up the question of recom-
mending to the general council that
provision be made for purchase and
installation this summer of larger ma-
chines in the sanitary sewerage sys-
tem putapinte station at Third and
Clay streets, and also a powerful gas-
oline engine to operate the machines
which pump the sewage and offal
ftom the mains during thigh water.
The pumps now in use were put in
when the original sewer district was
constructed, and now that district
No. 2 is under way and will be fin-
ished this summer and connected
with the original district, this is ill
render finsufficient the present 'mewl.
millets will have to be eubstittned by
larger ones. As the electric company
charges $as per day to furnish cur•
rent for the pump', the board believes
it would 113Vir much maney to install
a gasaline engine to operate the ma-
chines
A ninnlier of other matters will
come up before the body. which is
new anranging to start much of fats
ytt at's work, including grading and
graceling many streets.
Mrs. Charles P. 'Richardson has
returned from Dawson.
VOL. 23, NUMBER 257
ONLY JAG HAD
OVERTAKEN HIM
FRIENDS THOUGHT SOME
'THING SERIOUS HAD BE-
FALLEN LEWIS.
They Became Uneasy When He
Failed to Return for His
Horse and Buggy.
Friends of Marion Lewis of the
Lone Oak section of the county
thought some ill-fate had befallen
as he failed to show up from
Saturday night to last evening, whets
hp was found nestling in a cell at
the city jail. Friends paid him out
mid he was allowed to go home by
lieutenant Potter of the night force.
Saturday Lewis came to the livery
stable at Wallace park, and putting
up his horse and buggy, came to
town, lie proceeded to get on a jag
and was picked up by the police down
iii Maiden alley very drastic.. He was
locked up and tined yesterday morn-
ing by Judge Cross in the police court.
and being unable la liquidate the
amoma ..f the atsessnient, went tojail.
His friends at the stable became
uneasy about hint hot evening, and
alter searching high and law tele-
phoned the lieutenant ii he had "M
Lewis" in jail. He replied he did not
The friends then came on down to
the hall and it then developed that
the prisoner was the iaissing man
Who had been forkotten about by
the lieutenant. The friend.; seemed
quite relieved flit discovering his
wherealxints.
Mrs. George Lang-staff went to
Louis% ilk Sunday to visit.
NEW MEMBER NUMBER BEFORE
ENTER RACE FROM FIFTH 1 
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SITION
ISTATED YESTERDAYWOULD ANNOUNCE SOME- CITY COUNCIL. LING MATTERTIME THIS WEEK
Kr. J. T McKinney Will Come Out
For Legislator. As Will Probably
Eugene Graves.
Far sonic weeks a aas h,' ii a mat-
ter of dneertainty ae to whether Hon
Charles Reed would ruts for niayor,
but his friends from all quarters hare
brought such pressure to bear on him
that yesterday he said he would make
official announcement VIt1let1711e
this week and get in the race
Mr Dick Davis. who ran s, vend
years ago for the nomination against
Mayor Yeiser, is preparing to come
tau alst., and will shortly -arnounce.
so his intimate friends 'av. as will
olso Colonel A. J. Decker
Mr. James T. McKinney. the well
known farmer of the county, was in
the city yesterday and said he would
shortly make his announcement as a
candidate fur the state legislature
Eugene Graves mill probably also
come ut for this nomination.
New' candidatee are springing up
from every side every few days now,
and by the time the city campaign
get.: well underway things will be
humming and "business good" front
a polidcal standpoint.
The republicans always wait until
after the democrats select their candi-
dates to make up iheir ticket. It is
hardly probable the republicans will
-hold their city convention until some-
time during July or August, when the
will put out in the field a ticket from
mayor flown to school trustee.
COX HELD OVER.
Grand Jury Will Investigate Charge
That He Is Bootlegger.
Edward Cax, white, was held over
to the United States grand jury on
being given an examining trial yes-
terday by Commissioner Armour
Gardner. The young fellow is from
Fulton, and charged with selling
whisky without a federal license in
that section
. STANDARD'S $te DIVIDEND.
New York. Feb. 'Eta-Directors of
the Standard Oil company today de-
clared a quarterly dividend of $15 a
share. 
of' 
comparet with a divi-
dend  the some amount in the eot-
etsponsting quarter last year and with
.Sm per share three months ago. ,.
•
- I I
He Serves Until Next November
When Someone is Named to
Fill Out Remainder of
Shelton's Term
'the alith ward has A new member
opreeenting it in the city council in
the person of Mr. Eugene Tuttle, Of
ILK South Seventh street. who was
selected by Mayor Veiser to take the
place niade vacaht yesterday by the
resignation of Mr. .George Shelton.
South Third street iron fotmery
man Mr. Tuttle is the carpenteK
cantractor. o stneig democrat and
all make a good official, being a
good and progreseive business malt,
ne becomes chairman of the relief
cent/Mace of the council, and takes
a membership on the cemetery and
enrollment committees, which places
were held by Mr. Shelton.
Shelton was last November
elected by the democrats to be coun-
cilman from the Fifth wart) for two
yesrs. commencing the first of latt
month. Ile resigned yesterday be-
a:vac his private . businees prevented
him from devoting what time he
thought necessary to ahll look after
the public position. The mayor .now
seiteis Mr. Tuttle to serve in this
wars) until next November. when the
people at the polls name whoever
i; to fill out the remaining fourteen
maralts of Mr. Shetton'e two years'
term which does not close notil Jan-
uary 1, 1909. .
GO TO HOT SPRINGS,
Toledo Baseball Team Will Not
Practice in Paducah This
Spring.
Mr. John Bleecker of the Tractron
company yesterday received a letter
from Toledo saying the American As-
aaciation baseball club will go to
itat 'Springs, Ark., thist spring to
practice in preparing for the sum-
.
mer's season instead of coming to
Paducah as the Toledo manager at
first intended.
, Miss Emma Judh of former days,
nentt /qrs. Francis L. Wellman, of
Nei* York, retains her vocal powers,
and is to render a group of ,on.
written for Sheller's verses at a emir-
lug entertainment in ail of the 'Keats.
Shelley mensal-hi, aa a,.
After Casts are Disposed of the
Poker Playing Outfit Confis-
cated Will be Burned.
Chief Collins had a fete of thc sus-
pected gamblers before hint yester-
day at the city hall for investigation.
while others pill be brought before
the judge today to answer questionataaan placed on real estate owned by'I hese are from the list of about forts"
times 'le has secured .of parties
claimed to *lye visited the gambling
racm raided Saturday f... the third
above Prank Juane barber shop
a NrwliF;ourtli street. tie gatfi-
meg • evidence for proeeention
of the case charging Charles Slaugh-
ter with operating the place in corn-
;'any with Judge Beasley. who has
kipped out As a side issue warrants
will be gottlf17 against all found guilesid
al having taailicipated in the poker
games suppifeed to have been played
there.
After the cases are disposed of the
chief tddl hare burned the poker
table. 5.000 poker chipe hint baaket
full of deck- of cards confiscated in
the room.
be chief headed the raid with the
detectives Saturday and says the mat-
ter wii! stitely he probed t.. the bot-
tom.
MEETS TONIGHT
PLAIN CITY LODGE NO. 44g. F.
& A. M. IN REGULAR
MEETING,
Many Applications for Initiation to
Be Considered—Also Reports
on Raising Funds.
Plaia City Lodge No. 440, F. & A
NI, will meet in stated communica-
tion at 7:30 o'clock this evening in
the Fraternity building. A number
of petitions for initiation and also
for affiliation will be received, and the
master naasone degree will be con-
ferred.
After Plain City lodge acquired a
full half interest lit the Fraternity
building a circular letter was issued
to the 2.80 members calling attention
to the purchase and suggesting that
such me-mbers, so disposed, to pay
as many years' dues in advance as
convenient to pay. It is understood
that' the responses have been quite
liberal and range from one to five
years. At the meeting tonight these
will he listed and put to record. As
a rule the masonic bodies do not carry
a large stir-plus, placing the annual
dues at a figure necessary to meet
the ordinary expenses, but when oc-
casion requires it. they have no diffi-
culty in raising funds for any purpose
desired as the mebership is largely
composed of sabstantial men in the
tariout vneations. In the use ma-
sonic bodies in this city there are
over sloe members.
Tomorrow afternoon Paducah
Royal .Nrch chapter No. jo. is ill meet
in special convocation and confer
three degrees on eight candidates and
after a supper to the members in the
banquet hall. the Royal. Arch degree
will be conferred on two or three
classes.
FINISH REALTY
NO SPONSORS
AT REUNION
ATTENTION FORMERLY GIV.
EN THEM TO BE DEVOTED
TO VETERANS.
COLONIAL TEA BY
PRESBYTERIAN LADIES
RETAIL CLERKS UNION GIVES
ANNUAL BALL FEBRU-
ARY 38.
No Seasio4 This Morning by Ladies
of the DeDlphic Club—Boos-
ters' Club Gave Dance.
There serails els be some misurider-
slanding oveethe country regarding
the issnat of the order by General
Lee of the Confederate Veteraus, in
which prositt* is made that spon-
sors and ruai6 of honor be dispensed
aith during the coning reunion at
Itichmened, N'a. Some seem to think
the order was the decisiati of General
Lee, bat he batted his direction 'men
the resolution that was adopted dm-
ieg the national commotion .1
Ditiaraterv of the Confederacy hest
eitieth at Gulfport, \hoe 'Dm meatus
the: was presented at Gulfport by
°.rs. Carrington Mason oi Milophis. t -
and was adopted as follows: •
"Whereas, 6.tifederate reunions
hase been of late yearn devoted more
to the entertannment of spansors aud
raids of honor, than to that of Cem-
federate Veteran*. for Aimee benefit
they were inaugurated, and
"Whereeas. ID is the wi,11 of the
Daughters of the Confederacy that
e‘ery Confederate Veteran ehall have
the privilege and opportunity of wit-
nessing the unveiling of the Jefferson
V.:Isis monument, air!, 'FIGuRES TODAY ,,':Wil t hercas.roTht.de•dny , of oRishinieltLi
he unveiling of said mOituettont.
THEY WILL BB ABLE TO
DO THIS. 
racy :n convention sinembled at tAr-
That the IJaughters of the Confede-
pnrt. hlisa • request the Confederate
TWC re kb ho it resioli
*Pr SU PER V LS 0 RS BELIEVE 
to tax to the utmost the hospitality
cteraas to dispense with the offices
of sponsor and maids of honor at the
Itietintond reunion, and that the. en-
tertainment, for that occasion be
sixth as arc alapted to aged Confetle-
• 
r.: e.,X'eteran 
Csmplaints Nhw Being Received by
County Bo.ird at the County
Court House
.11m••••••• WM.*
BROTHER'S BLUNDER FATAL.
C 3 soline Thrown for Water to
Quench Fire in Clothing.
Terre Ilatfte. Ind, Feb. s8.--At
coal mine in l'arke county Clarence
Harrison while workitig on an engine
got some gasoline "on tie trainers,
which took fire. His brother threw
a bucketful of ersentine over Wm.
thinking 4t was wear. The victim of
the accident will die from the effects
of the fire.
H. Rosseatt, recently appointed
lead of the bureau of yards and' docks
of the navy department, is the young-
est man ever called upon to fill Ilk
responsible position, being only 36s
He rawks as rear admiral.
Clenuan papers notice- that Germaii
capitalists who decline as, invest ine -
enterprises In German Southwest
Africa have noihesitation hit doing so
in the British African ceefoniee. 
.
i hut. in' rning the city 1...ird
‘uperv toor • expect to (Moll omnting
up into one total figure the assess-
ment* showing what valuations had
white people of die city for munici-
pal tax porpossee. As soots as they
complete that they begin totaling up
the combined valuations pkiced upon
realty owned by colored people of
Patincale As there are not many of
the flatter, it ee thought this elide of
Iteg book vettl be finished by adjourn -time thee afternoon. when the
nicrhers then start Rion the. per-
seise! hooks:
There is natreft work yet to he done
aud the supervisors fear now they
will not fininh entirely until about.
the middle of March. and as their
calculation; vadf leave oafs' a hour six
v..rekA for City Clerk Ifettry Bailey
to make aut the 52.000 tax bills, she
council lam evening allowed 11w clerk
$7e out of the public treasury. dli•
suns to be devoted to paying the
aenstant he has to employ cacti year
to help at the tat bill work so they
can be all written in time the them to
ultimately get into the hank of the
° 
treasurer for the collect-het c.1 the.
first half year's taxes.
The county supervisora yesterday
began hearing complaints from prop-
erty OWTOCT14 41111:14e assesments were'
raised. and ten days will fie ermsteme.t
at
MISSION REVIVAL.
Much Good Resulting From Vigorous
Labor of the Welshers.
' Good results are being attained dur-
ing the recital meeting at the Rescue
Milisslott on Soeth Third street, two
°conversions being made Saturday
night and two Sunday night, while
seven were at the altar last evening.
Rev. Chiles. his wife and Mrs. Was-
son, divide time at the preaching, and
_fare always heard by large crowds.Everybialy 14 welcomed most col-di-
:01v.
The tondein Ladies' Field 11as dis-
covered that 'successful people are
usually quite devoid of htimor."
Colonial Tea. •
Irani 8 mail it o'clock Thursday
rt fling- the young ladies of the Ken
tacky avenue Presbyterian church
will entertain %vides colonial tea up-
an quite an attractive :scale. The pub-
lic is corelkills- invited The young
women eeraing tea anti refreshments
will he garbed in custuntes indicanye
of colonial ornee. It will be given
in the ehttreit lecture room.
Addreo inKemphis Club.
Rev W. it ping, I) 1). of the
sranailway Methodist church, leaves
t'-.morrow for Memphis where Thurs-
day he delivers a lecture on "What
The Niireteerith Centnry Has tholie
For The Women" to the Nineteenth
Century club, the leading literary
ort.7aniration of that city.
First Annual Ball.
Tire Retail Clerk., Union prepar-
ing to give its iirst anntiat hall, which
otcs rs the evening of February 28
at the Eagles' Home on Sixth and
ft soaciw ay It will be an elaborate
affair. large number. ,of tickets bar-
ill e. already been ettli
Fice Affair Tonight.
This evening the Third street
l.fethodist church ladies give their
musical entertaintopan which will be
attended by a herr ?Mae and inter-
ested crowd. the proghamme being
enite an elaborate one. The pnblic
is welcomed.
•••••11=1.0.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic clot) will hold no sea.-
..tit-al this morning.
Boosters' Dance,
The Boosters' club gave a dance
lost evening at the Eagles' hall,
which 'was filled with a large and
happy crowd until early this morning.
Dr \V. C. Grace, the veteran Eng-
lish cricketer, has been the recipient
of ma:1y gifts as proof of 'his prowess
at the national garne, but none so
unusual as that of three young pigs
which a Worcestshire farmer sent
hint in recognition of a great batting
feat Which he witnessed.
11111==amesems .4"*"' -111
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1Bffir, SAYS MAGISTRATE
LANE IS NOT GUILTY
COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY WILL TAKE CASE TO FRANK-
FORT APPELLATE COURT +N ROPE OF GETTING PADU-
CAH JUDGE REVFaRSED IN THIS IMPORTANT DECISION
WHICH IS ONE OP WIDE SCOPE—SAMUEL GIVENS LOST
SUIT AGAINST CHARLES AND MINNIE GRIDLEY—FISCAL
COURT SETTLES WITH SHERIFF TOMORROW AND TAKES
UP ROAD BOND QUESTION
omr,...41mgmoinum•
To the appellate court at Frank- !longing to hint. On losing the action
fort will be taken the decision of !Givena appealed.
Judge Reed in the Paducah circnit
court yesterday, when the judge dis- Wants a Divorce.
missed the indictment charging Jus- Entma Martin filed suit for divorce
lice W. E. Lane of this county with ' front William Martin on the ground
violating the law prohibiting any he deaerted her. They were married
county official from becoming inter- here in 1896 and have two children.
ested in any contract or work super-
vised by the department of which Property Sold.
the official is one. Commonwealth At- Property in the Maplewood addi-
'Willey Lovett will take Judge Reed's tion to the city has been sold by D.
decision to the appellate bench in WI. Fooks to Courtney Holt for Poo
hope of getting the Paducahan re- and the deed filed yesterday fur record
versed. with the county clerk.
Lane is a jiistice of the peace for Louis Bass bought from John A.
this county. 'the fiscal court is corn- IVilliams for $64 property on the
posed of the eight justices. This cast side of Rudy street.
court, bas charge of all the county
business', including allowing money Licensed to Merry.
and providing for new roads and road The clerk issued marriage licenses
work. Justice Lane hired himself and to tn',3 colored couple, Lon Young.
teams to Supervisor Bert Johnson to aged 28 and 011ie Brown, aged 26
help build the new highways, and the of Paris, Tenn.
grand jury indicted. Lane on the
ground that by hiring himself and
teams for public work from which he
ideriyed monetary benefit be violated
the law preventing any county official
'from receiving benefits from sk,ny work
he had whole or partial charge of. Fiscal Court Tomorrow.
T.ane admitted he hired himself and The justices of the peace. compost.
teams. hut claimed be did not violate ing di,: fiscal court, meet in special
the law. An areett state of facts session tomorrow to settle with the
• as submitted to the judge, who yes- *herd!. who will account for all the
terdav (It:missed Lane. In his opin- taxes he has collected for the county.
ion the judge said he did not think The court also takes up the question
1.ane, as an individual and citizen, of submitting a proposition to the
should i‘e excluded from employment people to vote bonds lot new roads
on the load work, any more than any in the county.
other private citizen, therdore he, the
cowl. ikid not believe 'Lane had
violated any law.
Administrator's Suit. •
The administrator was allowed $7s
ate! Master Commiasionsr Cecil Reed
$ia in the snit of Charles E
Jenninga. administrator of Thomas
Robiote against the Globe Bank and
Trti.t company. It is litigation look
ing toninding up the estate of Mr.
Rohiem.
The judge gave a verdict for de-
f,•ii.tarli tit •l's • Wit lif Samuel iiisehs
against Charles and Minnie Gridley and amount of property they owe.
(',iven% ciaimed the others hail some Creditors have forced both concerns
po,thole augd company stock be- into bankruptcy
Guardian Qualified.
Elizi Robinson qualified before the
county court yesterday as guardian
for J. /toward Robinson. a mini .r.
HOW TO PREVENT RAILROAD
WRECKS
Fo- Mr,. John A. Logan.)
The fact that the interetate com-
merce commission is to thoroughly.
inveatigate tbs recent awful railroad
wrecks near Washington is cattite for
congantilation.
In a blinding fog an empty train
slashes into one loaded with merry-
making. joyous people who were re-
tire-fling from a day's, outing of the
holiday 'cation. 1
Stamina on ths track at the last
cation before the end of the run die
regular 6:ao Sunday night locaftraM
between Frederick.. Mil. and Wash-
ing. D. C.. composed of three coaches
ens? an At-m.611e. was in an* inetant
vaunt beneath he wheels of 3 pun-
dennot tontine and the Cars 10 which
it was attached. Fifty human lire'
were :dotted out atol more than half
a hundred more so severely injured
that many of them will probably not
recover.
At that early hour the fog was ,o
dense and the sky so overcast with
tanurky clouds that no one could see
more than a few yards before 'him.
Se:Weide a terrific craah. anh the
scream, and groans of tho sufferers
rent :at. air. Persons blocks away
rwiliel to the scene to find the most
appallintospectacle that was ever pre-
sented after an accident on a railroad.
For "mile along the track between
laa Mitioll and Brookland (only a mile
and a half front the capitol) were
strewn the wrecked engine and cars
and the mangled forms of men, wo-
men and children—some dead, some
dying, some unconscious. acme
'crushed beneath the cars, some suf-
fering unutterable agonies front the
injuries they had received but who
o-ere conscious, impenetrable fog
aad darkness adding to the terrors of
such a catastrophe.
And who was to blame? cries every
one. If the railroad company were
beedleas to a barbaric degree. the pe-
cuniary Ions to the company would
arouse it to the keenest desire to place
the responsibility where it belonged.
Like the engineers at sea in a fog.
the engineera of these trains claim
they could not ,c.e the 14114 on the.
rear of the train at the station.
-It ia-claimed tbat the block system
aignrils is the best that has ever
been discovered. Now the ittication
ariacs, whet can be done to enable
the man 'in the cab to see the lights
throgh fogs and atorms so that no
*Itch accidents could happen in the
future? In thic day of inventions
thrld electricity it 'does seem that cntne-
could he devised to prevent the
; .osibility of •ueli catastrophes. Per.
haps present investigation will devise
the reMedy. It is to be hoped so.
Railroad companies, like individuals.
are at the mercy of employes. and it
is not to be expected that there will
ever be a time %hen there will not
be disaster for which some one is re-
sponsible. But with proper vigilance
accidents can surely be minimized.
Some of the survivors of the most
recent catastrophe a.re positive that
it was chargeable to gross careless-
ness an the part of some of the em-
ployes of the company. Ii it is proven
that this is true the guilty should he
hunted down and punished to the ex-
tent of the law
Only a few days previous a similar
colliaioq between a bstationary and a
mot ing train cost the lives of Presi-
dent Spencer and his friend, who.
while sleeping, were killed by a train
crushing into their car, which was
waiting cm the track.
There is no remedy for such a ca-
lamity after it occurs, as there iania
restoring human life; but more cau-
tion can be exercised and needless
oecideots of like character prevented
HIGH TAXES
In Illinois Compared to What They
• Are in Kentucky.
-
When it comes ao taxes. we Ken-
tucky r.eople ihink our taxes are very
high, nut when conepared to the taxes
people pay in other etates and in
other counties. and other municipali-
ties, we pay but very little.
Wo pay so ectos to the atate on
the $roo worth of property; 42 cents
for county purposes and 25 cents for
road porposes, making a total of $1.17
that our people pay for state, county
and road purposes.
For .the purpose of showing (stir
readers Ilte difference between the
amount of taxes Ve pay in Graves
county, Ky., and Jackson county. In..
We mention the following items of
tax. The tax rate for that county this,
year is $5.64 on the $too worth of
property. This amount is divided up
as follows:
State tax, 50c.
Bond tax,
County tax, 75c..
School tax, $em
This shows that our people arc not
taxed like other people in Other -states}et they don't think they are op-
tressed more hy taxation than do
net-Q.-a:Mayfield Messenger.
Bankrupt 'Court.
Refaree Ba'ahy yesterday isaued an
older adjourning over until Thursday
the E. Rehkopf individual bankrupt
ease on account of the continued sick
flu's of Mr. Relikopf nit() remains
quite low yet.
The referee directed Jessie D.
Foley of Lola; Livingetun county, and
J. If. Nelson & Son of Hampton,
Livingston county, to file with the
court by February 2R their respective . In 1. oerann county. Wis.,
schedules showing their indebtedness found the remain.: of what
%.% eshington'a birthday. It is a holi-
day observed in all the schools the
taitintry over, and next Thursday
maey of the rooms will have pro-
grammes, celebrafive of the. occa,ion.
Trustees Meet Tonight.
This evening the trustees meet in
secret session at their assembly room
in the Washington building on West
ltroadway for pm-pose of selecting
About five names from the list of
professors applying for the superin-
tandency of the public schools. These
live will be iuvited to come Isere for
a conference that will be held nit!'
eneh before the election 'is held.
Superintendent J. C. Check of the
Foitou chools ways he has not :gl-
ided for the superntrinlent of the Pe-
tit:cob city schools, but be has been
,stiongly urged to do so.
Opening Exercise.
The high school orchestra gives a
concert thia morning as the opening
t cise at the Waahington building.
Ailing Teachers,
Vrofessur Shries es resumed charge
of the scientific department yesterday
niorning. after a several days' con-
finement with sickness.
MistsMabel Mitchell iris resumes!
:ier place at the Frank:in school, ati.r
a two week's iilness.
ANCIENT CITY FOUND.
Prehivoric Wisconsin ,Ruins in
ger of Being Destroyed.
NO SLHOul
ON FRIDAY
STUDENTS DISMISSED ON AC-
COUNT OF WASHING-
TON'S BIRTHDAY.
1.-ustees Meet This Evening to Se-
lect Eligible List for Superin-
tendency—Educational
Matters.
SECRETARY OF
BAPTIST ASS'N
PEV. J. G. BOW PREACHED
SUNDAY AT FIRST BAP-
TIST CHURCH.
Methodist Ministers Organise to
Hold Meetings Regularly—
Other Church Matters.
Rev. J. G. Bow, I). D., of Louis-Announcement was made yesterday :Ric left yesterday for Eddyville, af-by the trustees that there would be ter preaching Sunday morning at the
I
nt, session of school next Filiday. the First Baptist church for the pasaor,
moms being dismissed • that day in Rev. Calvin M. Thompson, who ishonor of the anniversary of George aick with lagrippe, but able to be up
and about the bedroom. Dr. Bow is
secretary of the General Association
of Kentucky Baptists and came here
Saturday to see Dr. Thompson,
Methodist Organisation.
1 he Methodist ministers of this
city and adjoining charges met yes-
tarday at the Broadway M. E. church
and organized to meet the first rind
third Sunday, of each month to dis-
coati general church matters. Presid-
leg Elder Blackard was made chair-
man and Rev. W. J. Naylor the secre-
tary. ' The Greatest Need of Padu-
cah Churches" is the first topic for
coasideration and will be reported on
at the next eession by Rev. G. W.
Raitks. Different themes will be dis-
aessed at the meetings, with leader
of some divine.
Mee hincsburg Revivals.
The revival; at the Mechanicsburg
Methodist churth continues through-
out this week, worship being held at
':So ans1,7:30 p. m. daily nit!, Rev
B. Perryman in charge. assisted by
key. C. P. Adams. the strong a!'
tisorous lloVing Green, Xy Jima..
Other Matters.
1 lie Ilrotberbood of St. Andrew
hods huon-day services next week at
Locistille, and Rector David Wright
I ci; Grace church goes from here thecoming Monday to make several a:l-ilt-caws. .
I 
Presiding Filer Blackard held %o
"
-
p - . ices Sunday at the Leahnon letho-
(lot church.
are to he
seems I
have been an ancient city, the origin
of %shish is lost zn the gray dawn oi
history, says an exchange. This pre-
historic work is so important frotn an
arechat.ological point of Yiew that
scientific men from all over America
and Europe have visited its sight, ex-
amined its workmanship, scrutinised
the contents of the excavation' they
inadc, and hate been able to
form a hypothesis of the aborigines
who inhabited this state anti the de-
gree of cioilization that they had at-
tattle 7.
This important relic of the past,
probahly thousands of years old, is
now in danger of being npliternted.
Its lo: to Wisconsin. to science, to
the archaeology of America, would
be an irreparable one, as it possible
that it may supply at some future
time a mooing link in tracing back to
the history of the races of man. The
present owner wants to use the land
for agrieultural purposes, and pro-
roses lowering the earthwork', the
walls of :he city, and the mounds to
the level of surrounding fields.
The ancient city is called Aztalan.
and i located three miles from Lake
Malls, on the Crawfish river. It has
long been known and often refer:PS
to as one of the wonders of the west-
ern world. The remains were discov-
ered in 0436. and hastily surveyed in
by N. F flyer. Mr. Ilyer named
the anzient city Aatalan, because, ar-
cordink to Humboldt. the Aztecs had
a tradiOon that their ancestors came
from the north, and the poasibiiity
that the newly discovered remains
might thee been the place alluded to.
suggested the name.
%alien discovered the remains of the
city were inclosed in a wall of earth
and bricks which had been crudely
made of mixing grass or hay with a
kind. of clay that abounded in that
vicinity, and baked in the sun. The
ridge or wall extended around the
west side of the Crawfish river, form-
ing the fourth side on the east. It
occupied acres. The ridge, when it
was surveyed by Dr. I. A. Laphatn,
in 185o. was 631 feet long at the north
cud and 1419 feet long at the weat
end. and 705 feet on the south side,
making a total lengh of wall of 2.750
feet. The wall at the time of thi;
survey was 2 feet wide and from
foot to 5 in beightlo It is now re-
duced to about 3 feet at the most. a;
it has been under cultivation for more
than half a century.
It is now generally accepted that
the ancient works were used as a
place for holding great religious festi-
vals, the pyramidal forms of the
mounds found within the inelositni The record of.a male ostrich in the
wall being the places of sacrifice. possisaion of II. Oliver, of -Oudot-
They are like the teocalli of Mexico. hoorn. Cape Colony, shows that the
Judging from its isolated location, bird has brought him in a sum of over
there 'having been no similar struct- Sto,00rt in plumage.
tire discovered for a great distance 
in any direction, it is supposed tha: pramias. and that he worshiped .tho
the .city was a kind of Mecca to which sun and fire as its representative on
a periodical pilgriqtage was prescribed earth, Priests ae interpreters of the
by tlfe religiou of those ancient pen- faith and dignitaries at the eleinandedpie. Investigation and careful study sacrifices, have always existed .in allin various parts of the world have tribes of primeval peopTea.--railadel-14,
shown' that early man was a builder of i phia Ledger.
-0 ••
LAY GRAFT PLEDGE
TO MAYOR.
People of Fort Dodge, Iowa. Charge
"Protection" Promise
Fort Dodge, loss.. i'eh. -The
people of this city ire aroused 0%c--
the alleged aet...si of the mayor
protnibing to the For; Dodge Lie .
and Power company, owned and ope-
rated by Child-. Hulswit &
Cront1 Rapid'. protection from
actrons of the city council. The al-
leged promise was do ulged at a !sec-
ret meeting between the general man-
ager of the company attorney. H. A.
l'horntort and members of the coma 
cil veins oacre trying Iii adjust ii-
ten.
The council holds that the corn-
{ any is greatly overcapitalized and
that its rates for gas and electricity
are the highest in the state. The
company has an exclusive franchise
for twenty-five years, of which there
ars fourteen yet to run. There is no
longer ony question of what will be
the outcome, for the people are de-
tt 'mined to rid the city of the ex-
(ooive fool:like and iletuaed St gas
The Absent-Minded Professor.
Judge.)
This story is told of a college pro-
fessor who was noted for his con-
centration of mind. The prfessor
was returning home one night from a
scientific meeting, still pondering over
the subject. He had reached his room
in safety, when he heard a noise
which seemed to come front under
the bed.
"Is someone there?- he asked.
"No, professor," answered the in-
truder. who knew the professor's
culiarities.
"That's strange. I was positive
someone was under my 'bed," corn-
. 
. •merited the learned man.
QUESTION
DR. SARAH
State
pe-
OF REVOKING
MURPHY'S LICENSE
Board of Health Fixes Hearing
For March 6.
Iamisville, Feb. 28.---The state
board of health ha a fixed March 6 a-4
the date for the hearing of Dr. Sarah
Murphy, charged with performing a
fatal criminal operation on Miss Katie
Bryant, of Buffalo, Ky. Dr. Murphy's
license is at stake, and if the evidence
against the physician is strong enough
she will he prohibited from the prac-
tice of medicine.
Mattil9-Efingereb CO. I.
Undertakers and:Embalmers.
laogs. ITIIIEDuSTREFT; PADUCAILOKY
Big Bargaino in
Watt Paper
ow is the Cime 'to Buy
Mall gaper
Me have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper
In the city and ot the most striking prices
frames
Picture
0 frames
c. c. Lee
for Tour picture frames
315 BRORDWRT
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000Surplus 
 $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention givento business intrusted to us.•
G. W ROBERTSON, Prest N W. VAN CULIN,
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No No.
INSURE WITEL-- -
L. L. BEBOUT
. General Insurance Agency
°Moo 306  SroadwaY LZIPhones:Otfic.e US—Residence 169b
If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Suitings Call on
K. C. ROSE
4 't
•
329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER & )(.0
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTHINC
 •
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, LitealabIlity, Steam Boiler-
•••.mmo.r.mlfpff.m•IiImIteb
Cam.pbell it lock.
WHO Phone 369. - - Residence PlArne,724
FREE
•
From Isaac Shelby to I. C. W. 13cck'zim
=—_ ALL OF =••••••-s-,-- =s
KENTUCKY'S GarEFINuRS
The First Tints Their Plcterrs Ii. Ever
Rein Published. FREE
The Ereninfr Teri has for several '-ears • Antr-rol to sn-nr" Vetnr, of a:1Got•ernors a n4 Imo at lam sticeredet: iii act...ring them th:otiftt sainsunt.e or 1Cocky State IIistoril facie'''. is
order to place these pietare• In a penna nen t form, thvy hare t,een :arra ritterl in agroup hi an ust-tettests Atlas shouting. Kentucky with the latest CITISBA, pio4,:44-•ofall the prewietents of the Uniteti stain, kr/4.4s nn0 Mari of all noises, stesinish;p motes,statistical data. histor, of the Itttano.japatt W'sr, late maps of the Elnio-,1 'it-. Fah.ama Canal, Eastern and Western lterniaphere, reports of thy Lot Untional swimsand notti.h other maenad information.
•This ussispe end vblusble Atlas Is FREE to AU. e‘'EPONKI SURSCRIBE1S.tf oat SON subscriber semi S3, on for Pall year m's iriarripli4.11 mail or 11 oo for sirmonth's subscription. rnderstanit that these rates by Laall uuly Lad th.;:t the sub.scriptiou price by cattier or silent ts so cents per leech.The Peening Post publishes sir or more editions dolly an.: the Litt rditirm I; sent toeach reader according to the time that it will reach thewThe Evening Post is first ii, everything and bas ie zuo,t State news and bestmarket reports.For all tic people and agailoa the grafter
Independent ii ways.
Fol the Itoete.
Zile Et/ruing Jns1, Loutaviu.s. KY.
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WILD MAN WITH SHOTOM
-
 A BIG ENFEtiNISE'HAD TO BE OVERPOWERED
J. S. RICE, RAILROADER, RENDERED A RAVING MADMANYESTERDAY BY STRONG DRINK AND TRIED TO KILLEVERYBODY COMING HIS WAY WITH A SHOTGUN THAT
MELD ALL AT BAY, EXCEPT ONE. UNTIL OFFICERS AR-RIVED—GENERAL FIGHT IN ALLEY NEAR N. C. t ST. L.DEPOT—R. P. GRIFFITH OF DYCUSBURG CLAIMS SOME-ONE STOLE HIS ko WHILE HE WAS DRUNK—POLICE BUSI-NESS. 
_
Ordinarily of a peaceable disposi-
tion, J. S. Rice, the Illinois Central
eadroader, was converted into a dan•
ucrous, raving man yesterday after-
noon by the strong liquor he had
been indulging in too freely. It made
a regular demon of him and he tried
to kill anyone appearing at his home
on Burnett near Thirteenth street,
were he was arrested by Officer Al-
bert Sense: and City Jailer Thomas
Evitts, who were sent down in re-
sponse to a hurry call. They found
:mother man wrestling with Rice for
possession of the shotgup the latter
s• as trying to use.
Rice was formerly a street car mo-
torman but now works for the Illi-
nois Central, and yesterday got on a
drunk, that made a wild man of him.
He %sent home, tore up things and
was running wildly about, attracting
a crowd of about too people. He
seized his shotgun and wanted to
murder someone, when a friend of
his caught the firearm and 'held it
aloft in order to prevent anyone get-
ting shot. The two wrestled over the
bedroom. and finally the friend got
Rice backed into the closet, and both
wtre there trying to get possesaion
of the gun when ()dicer Senser and
Jailer Evitts arrived. They forced
/Gee to give up the firearm and he
was brought on down to the jail and
locked up. The fiery liquor had nude
Rise irriaaponeible. as he was a saving
mania; whose )ells and threats at-
tracted C‘Clytnit in the neiehlearhocal,
nod feared he nould kill rotae-
body.
General Drag-OnC
1  general tight occurred in a Iiiinse
‘,.‘ the alley between Fifth and Sixth
street.. just bey I Nortdn. and as
result a big bunch are under arrest
elide others are being looked for.
• The warrant charges John Hamilton,
• r.b4/14 Eggleston, John Dunn. Mary
1:roon. Cora Greer, %%Intik Howell
a1141 Lattie Schroeder with engaging
in the general kaniekoronit and dr:tit-
ian Severai atere,arrested and locked
v., A Ink one of t ,wisev recognised
Pair Weather Friends.
e , % tIty Caroline Prescott.)
1 woman of my acquaintance sas•
lat. has diseowered a nay to find out
who are her real frisede asol she is
eidog ha try the experiment neat
Chrietmaa. She is not going 'ira give a
single. oalitary Chriatmas pre.ent. so
she says. and behest-. that by the first
of January alw will know nho her
real friends ere.
T it under if thi• i• not a pretty good
way of finding amt %she one's friend"
really are? Iler real friends will not
care Whether she gives them a Christ-
mas pre.ent or not; drift away one by
one if their friendship consists in !arc-
ing how mech they can get oat of her
in the may of Chriarmaa gifts.
That word friend may he stretched
it. m-an sa much, or it may he
opteesed ti mean nothing At all
After one ha- weeded the good from
•the bail, nhat remainal A little 
handfitl of ical frienal• it ho arc worth their
n right in gold. 'Mese who remain
love you for your shortcomings and
oveelonk them: they forgive your
fault• and admire your good qualitieo:
thejr ' hand", their purses and their
fireside are fl1W11 tO yon at all times:
they don't care notch uhether you are
rich or poor. good looking or homely:
tiny he you for what you are not
-.slot what you can buy for them out of
a department - store.
I aline!. r how many ,i; the "friends"
h.. fluttered around Casale Chadwick
when %he was lavishing motley noon
-them arc visiting her now down at
. Columbus. I wonder how many of
them ever give her a thought as she.
poor, pathetic little woman, sits on a
hard wooden chair in her prison cell.
And of all that merry- party of young
sveople whom she took to New Yqrk
in a special train three years ago and
entertamed over at the grand opera
I wonder if there is one of them who
would spend the price of a ticket
dawn to Columbus -to visit that poor,
broken woman, pathetically alone in
'her friendliness.
She was a "dear" when she vvaa
lavishing acalsIdno and diamonds and
grand pianos on the society belles
andadames of her hotne city; now she
is tieserted by everybody except a
poor old black-skinned woman, who
receivad of her bounty when she was
prosperous and who, of all that
throng of "fair-weather friends," still
-visits her.
When everything is well with a
man. when affairs arc prosperous and
money plentiful. friends are as :hick
us pea, bet when adversity or had
luck ovs.etakes him, bow quickly they
,
disapnear! Sickness and adversity and
sorrow arc bad rtuneth .vvhen frieeds
surrotuid es who will help to bear
-Vie burden. How doubly sitter they
• beeiome %dicta friends desert us!
• the real fbends arc those who be-
lieve in us, alio will suffer and aacri-
ip
ce. if need be. to prove their friend-
. ip. They are ,..the one who trill
for their appearance this morning, and
the others are being looked for by the
police. The Towell woman looks like
somebody had walked on her face with
a ton of brick, as the left eye is
completely closed and the cheek
swollen from some stiff blows, while
the others' clothing is torn and every-
thing points to a bitter scrap. Officer
Gray arrested them and says the little
house the trouble occurred in looked
like a cyclone had struck it.
--
Claims He Lost Money.
R. P. Griffith of Dycusburg, Ky,
was found drunk in the alley opening
on Broadway betwen First and Sec-
ond streets Saturday night and locked
up. Some friend paid him out Sun-
day, and on sobering Griffith claimed
someone had stolen his $.to but does
not know what became of it, his con-
dition being of a nature he could'
recolls:t nothing much.
Stray Horse.
Mrs. Ida Gilbert of West Tennes-
see asked the officers to watch out for
her horse that got out of the you'd
at their home. The animal is blind
in one eye and cannot sec good out
of the other.
••••••••••••
Wit:ended Dogs.
Tl:e no:ice were so busy yeaterdes•
they Jul not get to start the house
to holm canvass over the city and
secure the names of parties owning
dogs., but who have failed to par the
city !kende on the canines. The pa-
trolmen is iH begin getting the names
today, and all delinqnents then war-
ranted. Tbe intention of the officers
to this effect fit'efll• to have made
business good in the dog line, as
:zany owners called at the hall yes-
terday and paid their licenoe, rather
than take chances of being warranted.
Looking for Husband.
Chief Collins yesterday got a tele•
gram from Mrs. Win. Donnelly of
Chaffee. Mo. asking that Mr. Don-
na). aie _notified to come home as
their baby is very ill. The chief has
nol yat located Donnelly.
• PHILOSOPHIC POINTS.
The more faith a man has in his fel-
lows, the more the world-big in infn-
Happiness comes to every man
whose life has been sach as to fully
dc.erve t.
If practice was as easy as advice.
virtue would soon he universal among
mankiad.
one young man can make more
trrors than forty 0:41 sage.' can rectify
in a generation.
It is better to be adversely criti-
cised than to Ile ignored liy the best
critics entirely.
The average woman seems itet in‘eher sense ni a bargain when she se-
lects a husband,
man who is able to forado his
troubles generally finds that trouble
tights shy of him.
Reason is sure of victory in every
contest except where a woman's in-
tuition is its opponent.
Half ofdthe fun in doing things ends
when the world' ceasss to care
whether you do them or not.
M....t men have no difficnity in being
iotgotten by the world until they
really want- to be overlooked.
The older a man get* the more con-
vinced Ne become,
 that this world is
a pretty stood one after all.
If the average matt knew as notch
as he preteends to know, be would
not need nniversities :my more.
The surest way•of stetting people
!nteresfed in a hook is to let them
know it contains facts they should
not know about.
About the fenniest thing in the
us'orldis a man with a high hat trying
to be dignified on an icy pavement
when !lie wind is high.- Florida
Tiwes-iTnion.
NINETY-ONS WARRANTS
AGAINST MILD DEALERS
• Louisville. Feb. u.—R. M. Allem
secretarS• of the Kentucky division of•
the interstate commission on Pure
Food Standards, has Aworn out nine.
ty-one warrants againct Tamisville
milk dealers. charging that they are
codify of selling milk 'rendered unfit
for food by being kept in filthy sur-
roundings.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AN GET RESULTS.
tell its of our faults-, who vs-ill rejoice
in our 'happiness and mourn with, us
in our sorrow. They will dig down
in their pockets, if need be, to help
its over a rouieh'place and will -open
their homes to us if litnnes be needed.
It. doesn't ' make mulch difference
khether their kins are black or white,
their lit-arts are white enough if they
are real friends.
My fr'end is taking the right course
T beliele, in testing the sincerity of
her alleged "friendt," Next Chri'lt-tuas fbll the story whether they
are the ceal sort
BEING RAPIDLY PUSHED WITH
RICH PROMISE OF SUCCESS.
GREATER LOUISVILLE EXeUSITI011
Win Open on March 18 For Two
Weeks With Many Important and
Attractive Exhibits.
Filled with exhibits representing
many varied lines of manufacturingindustry, the Greater Louisville Rapts
anion will open in the vast Armory
of the First Regiment, in Louisville, on
March 1S. The plans of the eaposition
company have matured rapidly since
November 21, when the enterprise was
officially launched and when the organ-
ization of the exposition forces was
begun.
With no ides of profit, but with the
purpose of showing to all sections of
this great state what its metropolis
can do. and Is doing, the members of
the Louisville Commercial Club went
Into the exposition work, and the peo-ple of this and all other aectIons of
Kentucky, as well as the South and
Southeast, will find there much of pleas-
ure and of proftt. The awakening of
Louisville has been evident to all lov-
ers of Kentucky, and now Louisville
Is making ready to entertain all Ken
tucky In particular and all other peo-
ple in general, besides, at the same
time, showing what she has accum-
plished.
Louisville occupies the first place In
many lines of manufacturing Industry,
besides being very nest the top in
very many other.. From all these
lines there cline, at the call of the
exposition company hundreds of ex.
A. T. MACDONALD,
President of the Greater Louisville Ex-position Company, who first proposedthe Exposition clan.
position worio•rs. s ho rave of their
time, their thought and their labor to
filling the vast building with the. elab-
orate- exhibits which will be seen there
from March 18 to 30.
Foremost among the many industries
In Louisville stands the tanning trade,
with its allied lines There are thir-
teen immense tanneriel in Louisville.
and these furnish leather to scores of
manufacturing plants requiring loather
as raw material. Those in Louisville
who know have declared that Lon's-
vale, leather represented In the Great-
er Louisville Exposition will tarnish
deep sorprI+e for exposition visitors.
In the manufacture of agricultural
Implements and farm wagons Loitis-
tulle takes second place to no city.
Three magnificent !dealta turn out a
wonderful array of laborsaving de-
vices for the planter. while an immense
wagon factory, the largest in the world.
ships its products. not only north.
pouth. east e n (1 west thmilithout. this;
broad laud. tint to other countries as
well.
Millions of yards of cloth In varied
textures are cut yearly by the clothing
factories. In Louisville. Within tin
peat decade Loutsvillt• has ishen
rem:mire:I thisitIon as one of the plan
Meal centers in the mamitaratire o'
einthine. There Is no city in the tinint
where Louisa ille-made garments are
not worn.
In shoes. anirts, hats and taloa- art)
cies of WP:11' triamati-tur
ins Interest is very great. There I
tin dieile that Louisville emild wet
RIPItly herself with wearing eppare
were she cut off from Communleatim
with outside mai kets. It will he o
vast Intetest to the people of this see
tion to see what the greatest manufac
tilting city of the state can do for her
self ten-1 fer her's.
in the manufacture et food prodnets
to less than that in the other nr;ec
saries of life, Louisville stands not I
pre-enilnent center, All Kentuel
him ant especially those in this eev
time alit he interested In the exhibit
to be shown In the greater Lotil3ville
Exposition. for Louisville largely sup
piles them with their fool prodeetx
The Greater Louisville Expositioo
Company has Invited the peoule cr
Rentneky to go to the patiositinh. ane
the railroads serving those people hart
e5tablished a rate of one fare for the
round trip during the exposition period
The Lee Line Company and lamisvIllt
& Evansville Pseket Company hasa
made a rate of fare and a third, in
eluding meals and titate-room• for the
same period, while the Louisville &
Cincinnati Packet Compan:.• has en-
npunced that the rate will be one tare
for the exposition period. exclusive oh
meets and state-room, end the expo
mitIon company offers. beshlee the Its-
tercet In the exposition, two daily con-
certs hi' the famous hand of the New
pollatn lusnhmaster, Preatote, and
other, excellent ,resktgree, for. the 'low
admiaslon rate of twenty-ffiectitita.
tikt11144111Meet
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e live various lives, and we live
e • er; differently. There is the
life of pleasure, in which every day is
tilled with gaiety, misth and excite-
-lent, When he eyea are bright, the
cheeks flushed and the heart wildly
throbbing. There ,s also holiday life,in which there is nothing to do but
to enjoy ourselves, walk when we will,
run only when we are so inerine-d,
rest, dream and be glad. But these
ways of living, though very fair and
beautiful indeed, for variety's sake-,
would if continuous, be exceedingly
harmfu:. A life given up to pleasure
mast necessarily be short, for excite-
ment if constant, wastes away the-
strength and hearth with terrible rap-
idity, and holiday life is so glad and
invigorating sinitsly because it can
only be enjoyed sparingly and at in-
ter-vats. Indeed we are inclined to-
believe that the only right and true
life is that which is spent chiefly at
home in loving performance of house-
hold duties. Home life is the only
kind of life of which we do not tile.
It is like bread, we may have all kinds
of luxuries set before us, but we c-an
not be satisfied without that; and
though we so like a change that we
can almost understand the murmur-
ings of the children of /srael before
the quails came, and we know that the
best dish concocted' by the culinary
artist will soon pall upon us if many
times repeated, yet we still say, "give
us day by day oar daily bread," and
never get tired of it. So it is with
,our bionic life, we do tire of pleasure-
making and holiday-keeping. We do
sonwtimes turn away from glitter.
show and excitement; but we still
say. "home, sweet home, be it ever
so humble, there's no place like boruer.
hillaps we understand and appre-
ciate the pleasures of home better
when we can enjoy them no longer.
What lingering looks and loving
thougitts do we turn back to the home
of our childhood; how. when the snow
has fallen upon our beads and life's
winter is passing °rt. us, ito we turn
to the sunny spot which i!. still em-
balmed in our hearts and memories
as the fairest on the earth: a boy
goes away from his native place, he
grows up to be a man. naive% with
the great eager world anti becomes
part of it. he tights, struggles and
pr
-..e% lin, and in that. battle for tm.-
tbition riitl wealth js perhaps auccesa-
fill, but what are his first thoughts
then? Feeling body and spirit alike
wears-. being worn out by the efforts
he has had to make, it becomes neces-
sari- for him to hate rest and change.
then the hitherto unspolen thought
finds utterance. "I will go to the old
place v here I was born; I shall get
well and strong,' and WO us hat over-
whelming emotions he setae on
the b:ft familiar place; tht•re is no
meadow like that at the hack of hi:
father's house. no broad river with
shisiina Palk tipon it and flower-clad
Lanka at it. side, that can at all etinal
the little silver atreant which ran by
the cottage door and .ang hint to
sleep in his mother's arms: the man
cannot keep back the tears a" he looks
for the years .that give us a little
takes away so much: men speak well
of him, he has climberi the hill and
has been %armed- in the ray. or pros-
perity. The years. have given him a
name. position .and increased riches.
but they have stiffened the arms that
clasped him and stilled' the voice that
called him by his old pct name: and
as for the cottage where his father
and !mailer lived. it i either alto-
gether torn down and lost or its
floors are trodden by the feet of
stranger, an.I fares that brightened
at his .approach lie white and "till be-
neath the daisies. Ilut even with that
great loss in his heart, tile man loves
with a tenderness beyond his power
of expression the dear litt:e spot
which even now he calls home. See-
ing that home is so attractive. that it
so clings to the heart el•en even in
after years, what kind of a place
shoidd it be? How can We aU live
good lives therein? Even were there
no other reason than this which we
have given. there i• need that all who
have anything to do with home. with
its duties. pleasures and enjoyments.
should use their utmost endeavors to
prornot: its prosperity and secure its
happiness. It is indeed a sad thing
when people allow themselves to feel
carele-s about lit inn' and those who
dwell in it. anything will do for this
evening: nobody will call and I shall
not leave home. We would rather
stay, entertain strangers cheerfully if
they call, het keep your very best for
home. The true life, the life that May
he made the fullest arid most satis-
factory. where there is most room for
the exhibition of virtue, and where
vice dare not -lift its 'head, is that
which is lived in a well condncted
christian home. We earnestly hope
that before long we may all have
learned. to vaitie our homes more, am!
to be skillful in beautifying them so
that they may not only be to us places
in which to dwell, but as foretastes
of the heavenly home.—L. It. C.. "in
Iivingston F.cho.
THE TRUE LIFE.
American skyscrapers. irons nine to
ten storie4 high, are to he erected
near the pyramids of Gliizeh. Egypt.
perinission for the. erection of homes
and hotels in the great- plain extend-
ing frOm Fokehich to the Nile, and
covered with ancient sphinxes and
structares, has been granted by the
Egyptian governnrent. Several agar,-
eiations have been formed for the
btfilding of large hotels in this &E.-4
t MM. .dr• 
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 WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us ludld the house; you pay atimetar
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Healthy Bath Rooms
Both
Good pitutNeg mesra
good health and this rum-
billed with r.orittn sci-atv
fixtures kelps to keep the doctor oat
of your house. ''Seausilare Puree la:,
Enameled ti; :UTC7 in 3k e
healthy bath rooms, are sauitary and
haee a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room :el-
rrovemcnts, le: us show you samp:cs of
this famous %CAM. Wz: pa:A:1;ft good
ark, prompt service at.d 'mention no
mAtter how small or her.v large vour*lb.
E. D. HANNAN.
Phones 20/ 132 St. 4th.
"IT Is THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels—, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE 'INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS,
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S 111".
SAVINGS BANK
:MO Broadway
Paducah Transfier Company
(Incor porated.)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR. FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIII6
ZRY• AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS,
OPTICS 43C 0 N MO/ ROE.
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PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated.)
At Register Building, 523 Broad's/ay
gAmES EsoWILHELM, President
BOHN;WICHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT) S, WILHELM, Setretary
OEM.
Enterea .at the Postoffice a Padu-
cah. Ky.; as second-class mail matter
• •$5.00One Nears,
Six Months,„ 
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ThreeliMoris   1.35
One week. .ns
Anyon
regularl
The
phone Cu
-
ailing to receive this paper
old report the matter to
Office at once. Tele-
nd 316,
Tuesday Mcrning, February 19, rain.
Public Otrnesrahip vs. Pi-irate Owner-.
ship.
The Newa-1)ensocrat as one of the
mouth-pieces of the corporations
every tear liav. prints a lot of rot
about municipal ownership of public
litanies not being profitable. For the
information of the people of Paducah
The Registcr wishes to say that at
New York and Washington the cor-
porations tfirougliout Ow country
Maintiin and Support syndicates
whose business is to rake the roue- i
try over for reports concerning'
water and light plant: and whenevers
a C11Y appropriates a good 'Sized sum
*for improving and extending muni-
cipal plants, Oita syndizate at once
distorts the item into meaning that
, the plant is a failure and the rot is!
sent out in pamphlet form. to supply
the little sheets over the conntry like
the Nen s-Democrat with items to
mislead the people on the subject.
k few days ago the News-Demo-
crat malicionaly- and purposely en-
deavored to convey the idea that the
water works installed by Ownesboro
two ;ars ago %43, a failure because
that ci:y installed about $10000 worth
of water meters so as to charge con-
111101erS for the amount of water they
rasal. The Register gave a full hie-
tory of the Owensboro city plant, and
%biased that the plant owned by the
city" •trae putting the old company
out g business. Over 1,200 water
meters 'have been installed by the
city plant and it is fair to presume
that erm:ething like 2.000 cossomers
are connected to the Owensboro city
water works eystetn. and as that city
has a population of about 13.000 t
etande to reason that nearly all the
water consumers of Owensboro arc
trons of the city owned plant
A few days later the corporation
sheet, the News-Democrat, had some-
thing fo say about the Henderson
light plant being a failure, when ac-
cording to a Henderson newspaper
414110e council of that city is figuring on
'pending ase.000 fore improving the
plant.
Ve do not know what rates n re
charged ut Henderson, or by tli•
Owen-boro water company, tut the
rate charged by the city of Owens-
boro for electricity is 5 cents per
kilowatt or jieet one-half what the
eonsumers, of Paducah pay to the
electric light company in this city.
lEvery once in a while the News-
11emocrat'Itis something to say about
municipal .ownership in England. Ac
it recsives its information from cor-
poration sources it may be classed
as utterly usfreltable. In the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch of Sunday is found the
following item on the price of gas in
*at country and it reads as follows:
. "Consul F. W. Xahin reports that
the price of illuminating gas in Not-
tingham, under municipal control. is
(ici rents per 1o00 cubic feet to ordin-
ary consumers, with a slight reduction
to large users. This has been con-
sidered quite a low price, but seems
extortion in comparison with the rate
-given by The town of Widnes, in Lan-
cashirs. The price there is 110W 32
cents to small consumers, but will be
reduced to 30 cents on July r. Large
consumers will pay from 22 to a6
vents. This is claimed to be the
cheapeatigas in the world. It is note-
worthy that the Widnes gas weeks are
under municipal control. The teas n
has only about 30.4309 population, but
tthe profit on ite gas worke last year
af:s stated to have been £4703 ($22.-
f Utt .15) . The priae of gas is remark-
'and s- low everywhere in Great Britain,
11.4"I"tit.i un4er pnblie or private con-
trol, the general range of price being
betwean 40 and ao cents."
It will be observed that under
municipal control consumers in Not-
tingham only pay 6o cents per thou-
sand feet for illuminating gas; In
Paducah they pay two and one-half
times more or $1.5o a thousand feet.
Now take the city of 'Manes, with a
Population of 30,000, the same size
exactly- as Paducah—in that city under
municipal ownership its citizens now
pay 32 cents per thousand feet for
gas and on July 1, will ret it for 30
vents per thousand feet, while eon-
sumers in Paducah pay Lye times as
much for illuminating gas. In selling
gas at Widnes at one-fifth the price
paid in,Paducali, that city made sa
profit of $22,887.5i, and if the cyn•
stuners 'had had to pay the -Ptilualeir
price the profits to the city of Widnes
would have been frve timee greater
or over $114,000. Jost think of a
profit of $114.000 a year to a city the
size of Paducah on the. one item of
gas only. No wonder the corpora-
tions (leaning public utilities in Amer-
ica can afford to support "news'
bureaus and support Tittle newspaper
organs all over the country to mils-
'lead the very people 'Thom they are
plucking for enormous profits not
only on the money invested in the
plants but millions of dollars of
watered stock which they have sold to
other Capitalists to keep the .money
from being idle and perhaps invested
in pubic utilities in opposition to or
in competition with them. It seems
incredible that a sane and:thinking man
cannot see through the corporation
methods in this country, and pgkekntly
submit to being squeezed by them,
and hand over his money to corpora-
tion sheets to give him a lot of rot
about the public not being capable of
supplying itself with water, light and
gas as cheap'y as the bloated bond
holders and corporation owners.
Rut some of their lackey% and spiel-
ers will say, "Oh that's over in Eng-
land so far away." Alright. we will
give them a case nearer home. On
this page is printed an account of
municipal
That city
and light
theatre, a
ownership at ).tonroe. La.
/pit only owns the water $plants, but a hall park. a
race track, a skating rink
and almost everything else, includ-
ing a street railway of eight miles
and it is being paid for out of the
receipts of the road, and it is ex-
pected to pay for it t$125,000) in five
years. There is no watered stock
an which to pay dividends nor any
great bonded indebtedness on which
to pay interest. Read the article, and
ii you liaie any doubt about it being
.true. clip it out anti mail it to the
mayor of fl9t city and ask him if :
it is a correct account of conditions
in that city. These things you can ;
find ol:t for yourself at a cost of tn.,
postage stamps. Or write to Owens-
l boro. Henderson or Bowling Greenand procure the rates paid in thosecities where the water works areowned by the public and compare the
rates with :hose paid in Paducah.
I This is a matter in which every con-
sumer of water and light is interested.
and above all, take no stock in articles
that appear in the corporation organs
like the News-Democrat.
NVe often hear the argument that if
whisky is voted out of a town that
it means financial disaster to the
I town. • Such arguments arc not
based on facts. It may be hard on
.1 few liquor dealers, but the lesti
1 whisky sold ih a town the better off
Ithe town will be in every respect.
i In some counties in Illinois where nowhisky is sold, the jails are empty
land have been for months.
1 Out in Texas where a Rum:ber of, counties have gone dry,the towns are on a boom and a ma-
terial and substantial growth is the
remit. Out in Kansas, the driving
1 out of whisky and blind' tiger jointshas produced. a wonderful change forthe better. A dispatch from that
state gives the following account of
conditions there: ',
"Out- in the western part of the
state the small towns have few open
joints. Even in the-more prominent
railroad towns the selling is confined
to quiet places, and the joints
with open doors arc unknown, quite a
concession from the plan of a lets-
years ago, all of which indicates that
:here is an advance in the sentiment
for the temperance cause regardless
of the open violation of the law in
sonic of the eastern cities, where the
population and methods seem to he
above the power of the officers.
"The mayors and city councils in
the smaller towns have no desire to
take chances on bring punished.
MUNICIPALLY OWNED CAR
LINE AND THEATRE PAYS
STREET RAILWAY IS LATEST
OF MANY VENTURES OF
MONROE. LA.
BUILT WITHOUT BONDS---
---BALL PARK AND RACES
PRESENT RECIPTS INDICATE
ALL INDEBTEDNESS PAID
it IN FIVE YEARS.
par Glees Up Time to City
Property Valued at
fra,000poo
Mentroe, 1.a., Feb.. 18—That muni-
cipal ownership may be a suacess has
twee proven in Monroe beyond 3
doubt. For some years this city has
owned and operated the water and
light plants, wharfs, free traffic bridge,
system of schools for both white and
black independent of state or parish
aid, and a complete sanitary sewer-
age system. The latest utility to be
put in operation by the city and the
one that has attracted the most wide-
spread attention, is the new and com-
plete system of street railways.
The street railway has been in
operation something over six months
A short section from the business dis-
trict to the park and summer theater
was built and operated about a mouth
before the whole system was com-
pleted and put in commission.
With the street railway the city
also started a park, having purchased
tae acres of land on the Northern
edge of the corporate limita on which
over $443,000 has been spent. In this
park is one of the beat half-mile
tracks in the South. A well-built
grawlatand ni:h a seating capacity o:
.eosart people. commodious stables for
tiorsca. a summer theater and skating
rink, all operated by the city.
The grounds have been beautifully
laid off, trees, shrubbery and dowers
hate been planted in profusion.
City Runs Baseball Park.
During the coming summer season
the league games of baseball will be
playel here. Monroe having already
been granted a franchise in the new
Gulf Coast League. The prospects
are, however. that Monroe will bej1) the Cotton States League. Avery
successful race meet was given here
Their tacks are bard enough and
thankless enough as it is and they do
not mint abase.
Then the financial proposition that
was once so prominent in the smaller
towns s not appeal. The towns
are' g out of debt. They art
able to pay for the street improve-
ments, and toady of them• have
bought and are operating their own
municipal plants for waterworks and
lights. Their debts have been de-
creased and the asseased valuation is
so increased that they arc not Com-
pelled to license the joint in order
to get along."
An Erroll.
A- a typ..graphical error in our
ripen t of the W. C. meeting
Troirselay afternoon. occurred in S(rn- .
eae'e paper. causing us to recommend
time N'irgin Oil of Pine, of 'which we .
ki...w absolutely nothing, we repro-
dice the paragraph a it should have
appeared:
-Attention was called to the seduc-
tive advertisements now running in
some 1)1111'.' daily papers, special men-
ticn being made taf the 'Virgin Oil of
Pine' which it teems is not sufficient- t
ly meritorious, without the aid of
-half a pint of whiskey. It is stated
that an eminent physician 'Yearn- ,
mends this remarkable remedy, but
vsliy is not hi.s name given_ The op- !
ponenta of the use of alcohol stand ;
rccdy at all times to none their
'eminent physician' and also to give
their standing in the medical profess!
shale 'Beware of wolves in Sheep's
clothing.' •'
W.CT.U.'
BEAUTY '13ONT'S."
Don't dry your face in a 'hurry: a
quick, anyhow rub coaesept the skin
and injures its beauty.
Don't read till midnight; one hour's
sleep before 12 is worth five afte4a
ward.
Don't worry; other people's trou-
bles are quite as bad as yours.
Don't shut your bedroom window;
fresh air is necessary for 'health.
. Don't expect physte and tonics to
keep von well if you neglect the laws
of health and hygiene.
Don't thi4 you can sit.' day after
day over the fire when you ought tti
go out for a brisk walk without your
vomplaxion suffefing.—Home Chat.
&the empire will he rendered ea of
es-
;access.
ly
(allied the recent mania for railways,
and if all the lines projected are car-
ried out some of the remotest parts of
lfardly a province of China br:
in November.
These attractions form a constant
source of revenue for the street rail-
way, besides the regular traffic, which
has far exceedoil all expectations and
has been a disappointment to those
acoakerx," who longed for the chance
to say "I told you so."
From a financial standpoint the
municipal street railway is one of the
best paying institutions, either public
or private, in Monroe, if not in the
state. It has already demonstrated
that it is a great success, even the
worst opponents acknowledge it so.
The completed system of about
eight miles was built at a cost of$125,000. Nei bonds Were voted, cer-
tificates of indebtedness being issued
by the city and accepted by the con-
tractors after a careful investigation
into the city's financial standing.
Receipts to Pay Debts.
The receipts for the first five and
one-half months, or up to Jan. t,
were over $18,01:10, or about Silo per
day. The receipts for a single day
have never fallen below operating
expenses, which are placed at $50 per
day. There have been as much as$soci in a singie day.
At the present rate the street rail-
way will pay for itself in a little more
than five years. In other words, the
certificates of indebtedness issued by
the city for construction wilt be taken
up in about five years out of the net
receipts, after deducting operating ex-
penses and repairs. Putting it an-
other way, the city of Monroe will
own a complete system of street rail-
ways, built and eynipped in the most
modern way. at, the end of about five
years without it has lug cost the cay
a tleetilt.'  city is now planning to add
about three unites of track through
the southern suburbs, the financial
arrangements having been made by
I orernertv owners along the proposed
tome raising the necessary $23.000
for witch the city issues certificates of
• indcbteness, drawing interest, to
thcAntittinther of inw motor cars mod
trailers have been ordered prcpara•
tory for the big slimmer business at
the park. A long list of firm-lass
traations has been booked for the
'summer theater, besides We baseball
I games at the park, which, by the way.
was named Forsythe Park in honor
of flte mayor.
1..1011r0c is thorotighly a good show
; town, and her people are enthusiastic
admirers of the great national sport
and arc delighted at the prospects for
the coining season.
Conductors and motormen are pa:if
ti Cents per hour at the start, and
this jnere34eS every two months tun-
Ti! it reaches tfi cents. There seem-
, be no trouble in getting ropetent
, tncn. Few accidents have occurred.
none of a serious nature p
Nlayor Dr. .Andrew A. Foreethe ha-
kevottst his time to the upbuilding of
!Monroe for the past seven or eight
vears at a great personal sacrifice,
having almost given up a lucrative
oractice to devote hie time to making
Monroe a modal city. Ile planned
the whole echeme of municipal own-
ership, and iinich of its complete %tic-
ccas is due to his energy anti fore-
sight. has been estimated by Corn-
. uetent judo's-4 that the public utilities
anti franchises n-un- owned and oper-
ated by the city will within a short
space of time, lie worth $2.noo.ono
ae
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
City Jailer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacyfof Joe A. Purchasc for cityjailer,4 suliteet to the action of the
thanocratieparty.
'5%e are authorized to announce, the
candidacy -of W. 1'. (Billy) Reed for
city 'jailer, %object to the action of
the democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
Candidacy of Sant L. Beadles for cityjailer; subject to the action of the
democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for cityjailer, subject to the action of - the
democratic party.
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the
sandidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
City Clerk.
We arc outlhorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-
date fpr the democratic nomination
to steceed himself as city clerk, sub-ject to any action of the democratic
imarY.
•••
Assignee's Sale.
In pursuance of an order of the
MeCracken county court made on
Febraury It, tocra,I will on Friday,
February 22, 1907, at the corner of
Eleventh and Jackson streets, in the
city of Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
highest and best bidder on a credit of
three months, all of the stock of
drugs and fixtures of Dr. R. 0. Broad
way. The purchaser may pay cat!,
for said property, if they desire.
CE.0 T.: REED.
Acsignee Dr. R. 0. Ittoadway.
THE-THAW TRIIAL
(Editorial in New York American.)
One of our earnest readers, a mem-
ber of the Reverend Dr. Long's Park-
side Presbyterian church, in Brook-
lyn, has put to the editor this ques-
tion:
"Will not the historian in the future.
looking back on this Thaw trial, de-
clare that 'human beings of this twen-
tieth century are as low in morals as
they were two *thousand years or
more ago?"
Fortunately we can answer that
question with a decisive "NO."
Men are still foolish, inasmuch as
they stitiggle to leave to their chil-
dren useless wealth to ruin their boys
and make their daughters victims of
selfish intrigues and lying protesta-
tioBns.ut.
while we soil in misguided
affection leave great wealth to chil-
dren, "we do control the thir.gs that
they can do with that wealth."
Some centuries ago a young man
as rich as Thaw might has commit-
ted not one murder, but a thousand
without finding himself seriously em
barrassed or deprived of his liberty
tor one day.
Farther back still, it might have
been his daily ainuaeinent to have
men murder each other before him.
And he might have descended into
the arena to kill and satisfy his own
love al destroying life. It is eo the
credit of our slay that it takes so
great an interest in crime against life
and against morality that only a short
time ago wouki have been merely
commonplace.
The atory of Thaw's wife is sad and
depressing. It is a dreadful thing to
know that a young girl, poor and
triendless, lacking the exceptional
moral strength to defend herself,
should be made the victim of heart-less men.
But in that respect also the worldhas improved. It is at least recog-
nized as a crime against the law and
crime against human decency to in-jure a tteltniele44 human being. asEvelyn Nesbit was injured.
It is disclitsraging to read the
charg... made against Stanford White
a man oi power, of iitte;Ital and real
achievement.
It Is horrible that he sjmi.uuld have
'nen treated as a man. much less a
friensl. by those -that kiteu the hie he
And yet, we can at least say
that each men are rarer in 4..tr daythan they were. The crimes they cow
mit against womanhood are recog-
nized "as crituest." Not so many yt ars
back in the world's history a Stan-
ford White might have "bought'' a
dozen or a hundred Evelyn Nesbits,
at so many dollars apiece, had lie
chosen to do so. In order to take
advantage of the poverty and ignoa
ranee and helplessness of a young girl
today a man must "break our laws."
And in addition, as many of our weir-
der trials have shown, "he mai. put
himself absolutely fait/Aide the law,
outside the pale of its ptotection.-
While we reflect on the improve-
ment in human conditions as this trial
emphasizes them, we must not, how-
ei er, fail to see our own weaknesses,
and to realize the shameful truths
which the trial brings to light
We know that a man notoriously
indifferent to the pitiful appeal of
helpless childhood can actually be re-
ceived 'in respectable homes."
We see that the superfluone and
often dishonest wealth accumulated us
one gisneration may mean ruined pls.(
and prospects in the next. This' n-
moue intirder trial is full of lesson,:
for rich fathers and mothers. It has
also its "warpiag" (stt.poor.m9t1.1e1,..
an.) their children.
Fortunately, it is possible to say
with absolute certainty that the law
is taking its course "regardless of gli.
wealth of the man on .
That is to our credit as a civilized
people. The lawyers defending Thaw
•hemselves acquiesce.* in the sieges
tions that the jurors be secluded from
all outside influence during the COVITA•
of the trial. And, while this is not
very :ouch of a compliment to those
iurymen. but rather an insult to
twelv: "men good and true." it cer-
tainly shows the desire on the part of
the inan accused of worths- to ba
tried on Ina merits.
The plea of insanity is made
by the man': lawyers is an intsiest-iug masquerade. This plea alone
makes it possible to introduce the evi-
dence that. will tell the jury wii
Thaw lute to say as an eeense for 111.-
killing. No evidence eectising morels--
can lir admitted. His lawyers sum
"the man is crazy. You must permit
us to tell you the things that he heard
and that made him crazy." _Anti In
that way only tloy are able to Imo
before the jury the story of the elf.
the accusations she makes against tt,
draft man, and the provocation
ss hicli Thaw lived.
-)RIIEST OF ilSilS
Written for the Register
(Written for the Register )
I am very near the change which
3.'ii peopte of the west, arrogant in
?aim- aasumption of knowledge ni the
ittiknoan. call Death. but %hid* the
niser child of the desert knows to be
only a remos al of the immortal spirit
of man from one dwell.ng house to
another. the reincarnation of an old
eott! in a new body, the erasing of the
tablet ad memory in preparation for
the c!...ing thereon of the hiero-
glyphics 4.f a new life.
j am lying near my tent door.
Over ire bends the sapphire sky of
Egypt, lighted by the marvelous gol-
den glory of the stars. The desert
stretches before me as far as eye can
reach, motionless under the full glory
of a tsopical moon. silent as the grave
and with all its es II and eorron tamedinto beauty by the wonderful witchery(if midnight. 'flit sands are sparklingin the light like molten silt er and they
seem to me the tide of the river which
rolls :o the feet of every mortal, and
on whose %dein wakers the spirit laborne from one stage of exietence to
another.
It is time for worship in the temple
at 'loam., and far away in my native
city the white-robed priests arc swing-ing their perfumed censors before the
altar of Isis. The soft music of the
singers ie floating through the lofty
arches and sighing into silence around
the golden glory of her shrine. But
on the fair white marble of the tem-
ple floor I see a dark red stain, a
token of sonic deed of sin, and con-
science brings to my vision a scene of
many moons ago, when I stood in the
procession of those white-rnbed
priests and sweng my censor of
myrrh before the altar of the goddess
and mingled my voice iti a' song of
praise.
Memoirs arise, too, of nights w'heit
the moon shone just as it does to-
night, when the rippling waters of the
Nile kissed the prow of a small boat
floating among the lotus blossoms,
and the voice of the nightingale
blended with the music of those moon
lit waves. And ever at my side,
whether listening to the nightingale
or,attending to the duties of the tem-
ple, was my brother priest, the best-
loved friend that Isis ever gave to
nian. Together we studied theimysti-
cal lore of the priesthooda,together
Pondered the problem of the soul's
immortality and prayed: together at
the foot of her golden altar steps for
an assurance that in the reincarnatedlife we should not he separated, but
that our souls should know each other
even in the different dwelling places/
which they would occupy during the
,aree of their sojourn upon this planet.
L„ff,ilfe 
days 
aasnvder ity ibneaayu tii)feult hinattbmoyseifovat:
- the priest was growing stronger
to411 my hive for the goalless who a
I had sworn to hold atipreme whir-
life endured.
If •o niy punishment has been clual
to my crime, for memory brings to
me airtin the night of our induction
into the priesthood. Again I see the
long hues of white-robed priests, the
sacred shrine of Isis, and floating in
thriimil, the ''pen doors. tomes ;li-
ft:14r i t breath of the lottos mingling
with the frankincen.e and myrrh on
the sacrificial altars.
The lull glory of the moonlight lies
on the white marble of floor and arch
and the low-spoken vows we are re-
peating Vend in unison with the
chant of the singers in the distance
The :up of life is brimining.witirbliss and sorely the brigilic51 4111j1(.-..
of Isis rests on oud life-work. but as
the etarknea of the sand-storm eon.,
times Lints out the glory of the
heavens at midday. en When the gray
of the coming dawn lay Over thedeeert, I stood by a lifeless body, a
habitation from- which the soul hadbeen driven by tny hand. The lif-,blood of my comrade was upon. my -
soul, and though the pticatit of the'
temple explain to me what they coil
an "accident," and though the high spriest himself holde Inc guiltless ra:'
all blame. and. thhugh the oracle ofIsis speaks of destiny, yet I can neverforget that no 410 the white,
marble of the ttinple Poor am: theloved immortal tieffo on that long lg.,-
morning was drivel lidirth 19 attempt*,a new dwelling.
I am an exile and a wanderer. Font- •
sore and weary my life has been vent-in it fruitleee search for the new tfave:1-•"-
nig place of ttif 'friend. 'I
where the dim eyes of the Sphinegaze hopeelessly out across the desert,
watching for one who never retuane.I have wandered from the "ehttir 'hills of Italy to the silent wastes nfthe frozen north. From the White
cliff!' of Albion to the eolitudes of th.-tropical forests, and at last I am cowshome to the desert to die, knowingthat if our prayers are answered wowill somewhere take up the broken'threads of our lives together, aril'finish out the marred plan of Mir existence. MAY ELTS.Paducah, Ky.
- • tle
----Switch engine N...-8s. crasheilto a freight train) in the yards yes-t( rday mording. overwriting- one car.anti &imaging ()there.
--Detective 1'. .T. 'Moor: left Sun- „aa.day with Bert Roberts, who was put ,5in the state. reform school at Leming-, • ti;ton, Ky. The defective rentrned last C=4.#night.
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La Frzntaine
The Storm
Under the Double
•enseber Me
Over the Waves.
Prepare yourselves for the Last
closing out sale of Dresses, Skirts,
Waists and Furs at
317 Broadway. - Exclusive Ready-to-Wear
Today our store will be closed on account of
making ready for our Big Sale that takes place
tomorrow (Wednesday) morning, February 20.
SHEET MUSIC
FOR.
Piano and Organ
The favorite masterpieces of the
greetest composeara carefully selected
from the great field of musical
tura. Pieces of character and worth
published at from so cents to Si.00 a
copy. Our special price is
10 Cents a Copy Postpaid
Following is a partial list of Selec-
tions:
Title. Composer.
Aregonaise • • . Massenet
Barcarolle (June) .. Tschaikowsity
Canzonetta
 
Hollaender
Cabaletta 
 
. •... 
 
Lack
Chaconne 
 
 Durand
Consolation . .. Liszt
Dancing Spirits Bohm
Die Meistersinger 
 
Wagner
Farewell to the Piano 
 
Beethoven
Funeral March . ..... . Chopin
Gipsy Rondo Daydn
Wedding March 
 
Mendelasohn
I Love Thee. Opp. 444. No. 3. Grigg
Longing for Horn, , Opp.
Rustle of Spring
Melodic. Op. 11, No. 3
Melody in F
Man:wing Zephrys
Myrtles. The
,Pastorale .
Piezicati from "Sylvia" .
Second Valae. Op. 56 .
Second Mazurka
Simple Confession
Pierette
Spring Song
Sylphes. Les.
Idllio
Tarantelle, Op. Ils
Traumerei .
Under the Leaves
Vila. . .....
Valse Arabesque. Op. $a .. ....Lack
Ye/se Lent. (from "Camelia")
Delibes
Beautiful Blue Danube Waltzes ..
Strause
Cavalleria Rusticana. Intermezzo..
Mascagni
Dance of the Zephyrs .. Cone ,
Dixie Land fine variation's 
 
Lerman
Ciiaminade ;
....Lange
. Bolun
......Weber
Eagle. March....
 Wagner
Brinkman
Mexican Waltzes
. Rosas
Afterward. Song .. . Mullen
Good Bye, Song .. .Toati
In Old Madrid. Song Trotere
The above pieces are not the cheap
and defective toe edition.
We handle all the latest popular
music the classical favorites and
teaching pieces. Instructicn books
&c &c.
 •
AMONG THE
SICK ONES
MR. JOHN COBB TUGGING
WITH ATTACK OF LA.
GRIPPE.
Otis. Hubbard Wells is Able to be up
at Her Home in Flat—Other
Ailing People.
Mr. Jotin Cobb of the Nee Demo-.
oat is *unlined at bi home on
Ilroadoay with an attack of lagrippe
Jungrnann
. Sinding
Paderewski
Rubinelain
Isom
• Wachs
 Hits
.Delibes
• Godard
.0odard
.Thome
Chaminade
Mendellsohn
Bachmann
. Lack
Heller
Schumann
Thome
Durand ,
D. E. WILSON
The Book and Music Man
at Herbour's Department Store,
**• *********#41***P4 PO 01P0Role
•
• , NEWS IN BRIEF.
Altbe•la~****************
- -Boil flite caused sparks to ignite
the roof iif Chorlee Rhodes' home at
I0e3 Boyd Street 'yesterday morning
at ttoo o'clack, the lode amounting
to about $5. .. .
—nee first. Caelind of machinery
for the new glass plant is expected
(Ito arrive any -day. having been ship-
. lied fr,oin Lietchifield, Ill.. Februaryk
5- •
.41 —Mr. Quincy Wallace has returned
- om Memphis, being the Paducah
clegate to the meeting of railway
rmen employed fiver the I. C. vs-
) They framed up the solteduIC
• wages they sill ask the road to
the carmen over the eyetem on
'ration of the present wage scale.
Mary Anderson, colored, died
of congestion of the brain
ay night at her titime. (Ito Ten-
•4.tee street, and Coroner Eaker held
H.1,
Mrs. Hubbard. Wells Is able to be
it at her home in the Empire flat
• n Broadway near Seventh. oilere
ehe lets loon quite iU fur two ova;
oith lagrippe.
Ilre Lao ri.nce Rasor s cenilition
tooted not piefify being moved
home Sunday front her proote ward
in Riseraide hospital where she has
Leen for two weeks on account of
oeeration, for ina.toidonomy. She sill
be recovered sufticiently for removal
the last of thie week. It was thought
she could be taken home Sundao
Dr. C. A. Elliott continue quite ill
with an aggravated attack of lagrippe
at in; home in NVoodville.
Mr. Robert 11 Phillips is sick .with
Oslo at the heme of Ins mother on
JAI roes near Ninth street.
.. Operated On.
Mr. John Moller w. • operated on
Sunday at the railroad iiuspitil for
sewre teeing% in his bead. He was
then taken to his home u.n the %nth
Side. Ile i% the popular shipping
clerk for the Kolb Bros. Drug corn -
leery.
Young Man Very Low.
I hi. William Rog•rs. the dritoti•t.
ie %cry low n ith consumption at hee
hme Broad near Fourth street.
NEW BARBER SHOP
Messrs. Munsey and Ballowe Open
Their Up-to-Date and Swell
Place.
of the mow reputable and expert ton-
sorial artist; of the eitye yesterday
threw open to the public their new
berber shop in the Murrell building,
S Broadwoy, next door to The Terrell street be graded and graveled.Nk 
committee is to see if the cityTheRegister office, and the rash of trade has been deeded the right-of-waych opening day evidenced the d e-
mend for a first-class and up-to-date
shop in this city.
It is the most thoroutehly ptd• I tii4
shop in Kentucky outside of Louis-
ville, and is very swell. The chairs-
are the finest automatic emee in this
section, while the solid wall mirror%
top the evlite marble letee that is
very costly. Gorgeous miesionare
furniture abounds, while the razors.
brnehee and other artists' toiels are
brand new from the leading factotics.
They are equipped with electrically
operated massage madhines, hot and
cold bathe of plunge and shower kind,
arel in fact the best obtainable in this
ltne, together with a corps of the
most expert rind courteous barbers to
be found anywhere the country over.
They invite the balance of the pub-
lic to join their old trade in patroniz-
ing tl*trf," 'VW -sereice_ speaking
for itself.
•OLLER SKATING-WILL
RE REGULATED BY LAW
MAYOR YEISER URGES ENACTMENT OR ORDINANCE STAT-ING WHAT AGE AND DISTRICT SHALL PREVAIL FORROLLER SKATERS WHO FLOCK OUT UPON THE PUBLICSTREETS—EUGENE TUTTLE BECOMES COUNCILMAN FROMFIFTH WARD—COUNCIL DEFEATS ORDINANCES RESTRICT-ING TIME IN WHICH STEAM WHISTLES CAN BLOW IN-SIDE CITY—CITY SEE IF MONEY EXISTS TO HELP LADIESWITH THEIR PUBLIC DRINKING FOUNTAIN IDEA—ADOP-TION OF MANY ORDINANCES FOR STREET IMPROVE-MENTS.
 `It
The practice the children of this
city have fallen into of coming out
upon the public concrete sidcwaiks
and streets in droves of hundreds to
enjoy themselves on their roller
skates has proven to be unbearable to
the extent that Mayor Yeiser last
night urged the council to have
adopted an ordinance, restricting the
age and district in which the children
can skate. In speaking on the sub-ject the mayor said that he liked to
see the little ones out indulging in
the healthy exercise, but that the
limit vies reached when he observed
grown darkies and large white peo-
ple out on the streets skating. Con-
tinuing, the mayor said the children
in doves came down into the business
portion of town where it was danger-
ous for the skaters, and also the walk-
ing public, the latter being knocked
down by the children, While the little
cncs were in momentary danger of
getting run over by street cars or
vehicles. He advocated that an ordi-
nance be adopted making it against
the law for children above a certain
age to skate, and let the measure also
stipulate that the little ones shall keep
Out of the business part of town.
The mayor's attitude is assumed with
the object of protecting the little(ince while safeguarding the public,
and the coiincil concurred in his sen-
timente by directing the ordizianztd i
committee to draft and bring in the
new law for enactment.
All the councilmen werc present.
last evening with exception of Flour-
noy of the second ward and Herzog!
of the' sixth ward. The waver read I
the resignation of Councilman George
*heltoa of the fidelt ward, the latter.
stating his private business engaged
so much of his time that he had not
at his disposal the spare moments
necessary to properly look after the
business. therefore desired to
reogn. The resignation being accept-
ed. the mayor selected Eugene Tut-
tle. e tke earpepter contractor of
South Seventh street. to fill the va-
cency, and he being prettent was
sworn in took his seat.
The mayor presented a letter from
the doughters of the American Revo-
lution. Mho desire the city govern-
ment to cooperate with' them in estab-
lishing a number of public drinking
fountains aromel the city. The cons-
Au ordinance was brought in stipu-lating that steam whistles should notbe blown oftener than ten Secondsbetween blasts, except incase of fire,breakdown, riots, etc. _A fine of $to
was fixed for any violation of the law,but the measure was killed, Member
Duval being the only one voting forit. People living around factories
wanted the law enacted on the groundthat many plants every morning
shriek their whistles loud and lung
about 5 o'clock, waking up people forWeeks around.
Win. Stewart was granted a licenseto continue the Eberle Hardin saloonhe bought at 105 South Second, whileJohn Griffin was given a license to
open a new grogehop at tee Kentucky
avenue. John Golightly was refused
a license to open a new saloon nearthe Union depot on account of thepeople out that way objecting to sgrogsheep near their homes.
There was filed the railroad com-
mittee's report to effect that the
street car manager had promised togive better and more satisfactory ser-
vice on the South Sixth street divi-
sion, when there was rearranged theSixth and Clark street switch that
was originally put down in such a
manner the large cars would jump thetrack in swerving around it. andthereby causing great delays rind irh
nconvirec to the people along that
Concrete pavements, six feet wide.
were ordered laid on both sides ofFountain avenue between Broadway
and Jefferson, the necessary ordinancebeing given Orst adoption. the itn-
movement to be finished five months
after started.
First passage was given the meas-
ure calling( for grading and gravelingNineteenth front Broadoay to.Guthrie
avenue, except for that . block onNineteenth between Kentucky andWitehington, it having been improved
already. The car company is to payfor part of the. work, as it's new
sition tracks rim along Nineteenth.Six months is given for completion
of the work, after commencement.
Initial passage oas given the or-dinance stipulating that concretepat emente 01211 be put on FarleyStreet from Meyer to Short. and along
'Short front Farley to Clemente. Aftertin.. work is begun four menthe are
Itt• feet 'd . 
has returned home after comingallowed for completion. They are.
 to
committee :0 aecertain if money eolith 1 
attend the funeral of Mrs. Bertie
munication was referred ot the finance 
•
, watt called to the large end •Ionger- 
Campbell.The attention of the board of works Miss Ethel Robertson spent Sunday
cant could be spared front the tined
cependit twee ti) aseiet the • 1")°', reg hole in the sewer emoting across with Mrs. C. C. Terry of Princeton.West Trimble street several hundred Mrs. Harry Meant and Miss .Ntallie
women, oho oant one fountain at the
feet beyond Oak Grose cemetery. It Parkin returned irom Chattanooge.
market house, another at the county
courthouse. anti still another at Seto 
endangers the limb of horeee that Tenn., Sunday.
nfight step into the opening. Dr. Carl M. Sears returned yeeter-
entli and Broadway. The ladies have
fhe proper committee was directed il3Y 
front Austin, Texas, where he
reised much money for a handsome .fountain to fie erected in the post- tn bring i ordinancee, one for grad-office yard at Fifth and Broadway. • jug and graveling 'Boyd from Sixth 
spent two weeks.n
The council granted City Engineer
. Washington a ten days' leave
of abeence so he could igo to 'Vrginia
the last of tine month and visit hie
aged tether. The engineer cannothave during the gummcr scaS011, ashe is always constantly engaged sn-pervieing he public improvements
that are made Oaring the warm ix-riod.
The accounts and pnyrolle were al-lowed.
First adoption ti as given the el-din-
:MCC cipolating that Paxton streetfrom !Atte to Bloom avenue anil
Bloom avenue from Paxton street tothe city limits shall be graded andgraveled. the improvement to be fin-hih,hoo. oh,o,o). and
 mama.. oe.„ ished five months after commence-
ment.
To 'the covet chmmittee was re-ferred the request of property owners
that Thirteenth from Flournoy to
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an inquest as no doctor was in at
teadance. She WiaS 57 years old
The coroner held an inquest yester-
day morning early over the remains
of, Hattie O'Nelli's infant, at tto8
Harrison street. The child is colored .
and died, of pneumonia withal* a doc-
tor. •
through private ground for openingthe desired thoroughfare.
Concrete sidewalks six feet wide aredesired by property owners on SouthNinteenth from Broadway to the OldMayfield road, and the necessary
ordinance was ordered brought in for
adoption.
The finance cominittee was directedto bring in a report showing whetherthe monthly allowance made theHome of the Friendless out of the
city treasuho should be increeeed as
compared to what was contributedlast year. So many itrmates arc being
cared for at the fine 'institution that
more money is needed.
to Seventh and the other for gradingand graveling Harris from Seventhto Eigth. -
City Clerk .Bailey Was 31:owed $75out of the public treasury to pay an
assistant he heeds to help hint makeont the eonoo tax bills when the as-
eceeor'l
 books are turned over tohint.
Last year the board adopted a rulethat when a new ordinance is con-temelated, a copy of it should hemade not by the city stenographer andfurulahed every councilman and aides-man for perusal and digestion beforethe measure is brought up for adop-tion. 1 he conned now revokes thatrule to extent that it will hereafterbe left to discretion of the city solici-tor. as to whether an ordinance ie of
sufficient importance to justify a copybeing furnished every legislativeofficial for scrutiny before it isbrought tip for enactment.The board of works was asked - to
'cc that the Illinois Central railroadlowered its tracks on North Ninth
eo they would conform and be even
vi•.th the street trade. At presentthe mile !nick up about half a foot
:shove the thoroughfare In manyplaces along that street. The board
of works was also requested to seethat the I. C. kept in safe conditionthe low part of the ;witch boil steerNinth an Boyd, that is covered with
slime S h ce.tiron.
The council talked 
_about employ-
a.'clerk to take down' the business
traneacted at committee meetings SOlull report; could be made of it to
• •
PERSONAL MENTION.
•
••11********•••••••!********
Mr.. Edward Watts and niece. Miss i
Bessie Lou 1Vatte, returned yesterday
from visiting Mrs. W. C. hlagnor, of
Colliersville.
Mr. Al Townsend and wife rcturnoi
Sunda' front eisiting their daughter.
' Miss hhtmie Townsend, of Chicago.
Judge R. T. Lightfoot return.
Sunday from Cerulean and Dawson.
Mrs. Thomas Long of HopkinevOle
Lawyer Frank Lucas returned' from
Cincinoati yesterday.
Mr. W. E. Covington and .viife yes- I
terday went to Adairsville, Ky., ..to
visit.
Miss Lucile Pennywitt has gone to
visit in Evansville, and from theregoes to Riverside, Cal.
Mr. Samuel Given; yesterday wentto Moss' Landing on business.
•
the full boarile. bnt trio- finally page-
ed. the proposition ore. se:thoot ac-
tion hellos tehee.
The ma) • r . ! to see that
the
 
""ric 1,1," • rnitidly en-
forced, because many small children
can be seen roaming the streets late
of :fights:. This action was taken on
the Woman'e comniittee laying be-fore the board the indiscriminate dis-
rettard the children and parents. have
ice the law which provides for :o-
ven of 'little ones found out after
o'cleck 'in the eurnmer time, and 8
o'cloct. in the winter time.
Neatly all the ground used in Oak
Grt-,ve cemetery for burying colored
-ocople hoe been used up, and the
ceteetery committee was directed to
meet and have she city engineer lay
oil a part of the new cemetery, "Jack-
rim Hill" for use by colored people.
The new burying ground is two miles
cut le countro road. leehinct Oak
Grove,
e Toni Crain was. ordered refunded
ri,ofFi $5 he paid for privilege of bury-
itiO •iiie brother's body on public
ground, until 'he bought a private lot,
which he hae done, and moved the
brother's corpse.
umr 1.11-nitnnnnt 1111111-11,l1
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-
ishestaused by the cold
DELIGHTFUL TO USE
AFTER. SHAVING
For Sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE c
• 5nonnotnorirtrtrinnrtrifIrtfirifili.Muiftrt
Mr. bRobert Scott leavve today fo-
Mozitzooery. Yin.. where his :wife and
child Wave spent the winter. The
retnrn March t and will board at Mho
Harreeo.- 7;ortii
Relo Larei*h went to Cin-
cinnati Sunday on business.
Ur. Charles W. Thompson of The
Racket store will return the last o'
this week from New York where lie
is buying a large spring line of goods.
Miss Mary Piles of Fulton is visit
igloo Miss Aline Utterback of NOW'
Fifth.
Captain Henry West Sunday wen•
to Buffalo, New York to participatv
in a large life insurance agents' meet
ing. efi
Miss Lizzie Hall has gone to Bland
ville to visit her sister, Mrs. L. Dods
Mrs : J. C. Carr of Murray is visit
ing Mee, Adam Hovendurre
Mies Grace St. John is visiting her
from Blandville.
Dr. George Holliday returned yes -
terday from Earlington, Ky.
Mrs. Marjorie Cheneweth an!.
daughter, Miss Morjorie, of Fran&
fort, Ky-.. are visiting the family o
lieutenant Thomas Potttr of Sou0
Fourth
Mr. P. dc .Massiney of Chicago
the guest of Dr. Victor Voris e
wife. '
Mr. 'Herman Zither of Murphy'
boro, ill.. was here Sunday yielder.
frineds.
Mr. 'James E. English and wife o.•_
Memphis are visitine in the city.
 gm••••••■•=MIIMMJ.F11011111M111Best Kentucky and,Illinois Coal
:Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Whitehall and Agatite Cemeratil
"Ws iosc OFICEMENT"
H. M. CifINNINGHAM
Phones. 1, Old 960, New 24511. 1::.:7„,:-.7:-:111Thirteenth and Adams .Street
J.
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People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from tue You'll
say there is a great difference.
'THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We knowbow to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession,
J. H. OehIschlamer
DRUG GIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE, USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
out injury.
'Phone non.
Ken-
tucky Satisfy. yourself by
ing.
'ss-
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
hump" so often seen is mi
No other like it in West -
Fourth.
WHY?
Fine.
lilecause it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
Tt.e button holes, or stud
boles match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INC:39RA
306 D war- limy and Night
School
Al3RIT1S )CIEA AtiALISIS GINSENG IN MAINE.
OF Li i HAW TRIAL
(By Dr. Forbes Winslow.)
Wc in England are accustomed to
talk of the law's delay hut from wbat
I have observ'ed or legal matters in
the United States, especially in regard
to criminal proceed:acts, I think that
English people may congratulate
themselves that the law is as expe-
ditious as it is. •
The delays. indeed, in criminal pro-
ceedings in America would be almost
inconceivable to those who are tioac-
quaintcd with them. This is especial-
ly the case in regard to murder trials.
which often take months to decide.
and are occasionally dragged on over
long years.
The reasons for those extraordinary
delays are manifold, one of them
tieing the exceeding bitter spirit
vt hich counsel throw into eases. They
belabor every point until it has been
practically- threshed out of existence.
It is possible to get an adjourement
on 'almost any pretext, and month
after month is often frittered away
in the efforts of counsel to postpone
the crucial moment.
This sort of thing will probably
apply to the trial of Mr. Thaw, and I.
personally. should be exceedingly
sorry to be in the place of any one,
bowever innocent, awaiting trial in
such circumstances as these. The de-
lays are such that in the end they
must, of necesvity. sseaken both tli
mind and body of the man in citstody.
'All rereons waiting their trial for
murder in New York are confieed in
the public prison which is lieisve ae
the Tombs. Here there is a special
gallery provided for the accommola-
tion of people charged with the cap.-
ial oil, e•e. and this g illery 7c known leading medical expert iriNew York.-
as the "MureiLers• Raw." When I He was accommodated with a seat
was i i New Yoec I spent a lare.a, pot. on the platform. but he showed hislion of tio time in studying tl.i. ;..",- real cars.' when he was asked by the1 i le Wt.:1%! Ott-nein rell.II:le!. counacl for the deiense the reasonoviee t !'
, The ct.se upon tsilich I was engaged for his forming an opinion .that the
as CW401 ltai rathc'e ?cimilar to that acetteed was a' person of sound mind.
of NIr. Thaw. It -w:Is ii:a• of a man His reply was that he judged by his
who leul undonleeiry committed tutu. puler. Int upon being pressed as toder uhen of uneounsl mind, inaenstich ultether lie had felt the accused mans
;... he hid rierpeteated the crime under litiNe he replied that he shook hands
the impression that le WaS bidden to %ith him after i• examination and asdo so by his sister's ghost. A man e dbl.'s() be passed his thumb over his
dhad deeply wronged and practically peke an felt it!
killed this eister, aaii that man was This as. of course. nonsense. and
shot by the prisoner in whose case I in the end the jury accepted my point
was interefted. . of view after a trial which lasted over
In other woels. it was called ":111 it "1"lb.
ef11.401fal crime," meaning really that . I may mention the fact that on theit was a case that appealed to thy last day I was asked a hypothetical
tmotiona of :he puhl'c. ' sotestis:it ten thousandowords long.
. I was celled as an expert lAille•-. Their tiro idea. too, was to prove
-Ted it Wat my sincere conviction that that Ole accused was of sound mind
_
::e murder had h -en committed whit.. at the time of the murder hut of un-
the man was insane, but that It- was • sciuml mind at the time of the trial.
E xcursioll
•
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and hes
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & retur,
It is a trip of pleasure, comfoe
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave esti/
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas
Koger. superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
1
le_td•nott
Excursioh Rates on
The Rivet
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00:
Unlimited Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. party
of five or over, $1.50 each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
• or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
Wliatt is mild to be the greatest !rug
F 1 ore in the world exi in ltfosesso.
riot is ..:os Year old. Since iflo3 it has
Leen in the family of the present pro-
prietor. It is a building of imposing
1;imezisione. ith many departments,
i.jieludiiige.,le for the pt-ofessional edit
of fly- staff, which numbers
7o0 p:T‘011. They Make up aleett
preseripions a..slai.
•
pi
-erectly sound in mind at the time
of the trial. The last yers • for 'hip
prose ittion. or the other hand, Light
to pr use that the re.al wag perfectly
sare ellen he committed the deed.
After many- adjournments the :.c-
cussed was brought into court and the
prelim;nary pr.'s
-ceilings began with
the selection of a jury.
This proceeding often lasts 1--
more than a week, and. in the ca.ie
which I w as retained ae expert for tiedefenev. it took ,eix days to em; and
a hwy. ''lit of about two hundred ..to!
fifty n.en who were smnmoned to
serve.
Each juryman is placed in thr
or. as it is called in .thr
gates, the witness stand, and each bae
be individually esamined'and cross
examined by the lawyers enwiged
the on?nehe sides.
First :he jnryman is asked whether
;ie leis real anything ahem:- the fa",e
or formed any opinion thereon. An
affirmath u arwer to either of these
miestiors act. as an immediate Ms-
Now. con-idering thSt the case :la-
probably been before the public for
-everal months prior :o the trial andha, been free!) commereill nil by
the 
---. the man would be a
stransre ind:vidual who. if he had read
a Kiwi- at all. bad not become con-
versant with the facts in the .7 ;;(• and.
constmiently made no hiss mind one
way y- le other.
Agaia. a juryman on the mitness
stand has only to declare that he i 4
to capital •punishment in or-ler to Le excused from serving.
During the six days which it tookIii find a jury in the ca4e on which I
was engaged there were over sixtyperemptory eltallenges made to thejury. ,The excio:es• inade by some ofOh men were. to say the least of it,
occuli t•
The first man called stated that hehad a strong opinion on the case
which he could not rid himself of.The second was excused because he
:dot had formed an opinion. Thethird was let off bee:note he had oncebeyn entoloyed by a brother of the
murdered man, the fourth because he
-tti'rt' he wa• tintetsed to capital pun-ishmear. To this man the judge re-
nrarieeil: "So you would perjure your
self rasher than do your duty."'
The next man escaped because lie
that. though he had not read the
ppers.himself, his wife had conscien-tious scruples about serving at all andso, day after day. the proceedings weredelayed and joolonged . moil . the
uelve -were 1111:111!1' elOSefl ''lit of the
230 Anal! le4t.
On the ixthu lly the trial began,
and what 
-track me most as an eye-
pc71 laVily of :he whole pro-; .((scanty,. 1 he outv. .•stne to court
-4.and. la1;ine his 'eat on ahigh chair, was not con'enj to remaia
•
'there. During the whole of the hear-
ing he continually walked up and
'down as tough bent on taking a ccr-1 •tam amount of exercise.
Without pausing in his stride he
would occasionally make a remark or
ask a question.
In such cases, too, the legal gen-
tiemen engaged are either counsel or
solicitors. There is no distinction in
America between these two, and they
are also unrobed. It is, however, my
duty to record that, whether engaged
for the prosecution or defense, these
gentlemen do everything they can for
their clients to the utmost of their
ability.
The trial in which I was participat-
ing bad been .in progress for some
days, and the prosecution were finish-
ing their ease, and the time was draw-
ing near for me to -take my stand in
the witness box, when an adjourns
ment suddenly took place. This, I
afterward learned, was in consequence
of one of the leading counsel, who
was a confirmed dipsomaniac, being
seized with one of his relapses, so
that an adjourittnent was necessitated
to enable hint :o regain his normal
condition.
So personal are the questions asked
the expert witness in American courts
of law that few will submit to tit,
ordeal. Every detail of the witness'
history is put to him in question form
u-bether it is or is not connected with
the case. No effort, indeed, is spared
to gain any point for the people, in
whose name the .prosecution is con
ducteil.
There had been specially selected to
combat my evidence a poinpous gen
tlenrati cc ho was described ae "tly
They ,'til the: with the hope that
the distant future ulien he should
again be certified of mantel mind they
might bring him up for trial and con
siet him. In this effort. hem cc tr.
they were en•ticcr.sfue
CENTER OF POPULATION
OF THE UNITED STATES
Very Close to the Lincoln Home
Place Near Hodgenville.
Iii comissetion %s ell he MI et (-MC (It
.1- the preservation of the log 4-.0.. !I
tear Hodgenville. Ky.. in which I
coolff NIA.** t is int 4t. IVA t
ii e that the center of population
the United State. is very antic to th
sent. Hodgenville iyi.not far from the
Obi', river. tin' boundary line be-
tween Kentucky and Indiana. and
te.rt over the line in the lioosicr stao
is the point regarded ae the center
ruitatinim of the . republic.
FRISCO'S LOSS IS A BILLION
1:-.:•urance Committee's Statement on
Earthquake and Fire.
Nt w York. Ftis le-The comniiitet
five of the thirty-firs. insurance
companie. uhich acted in nelson in
eettling their SAII Francisco 1,ISSe4
! y fire and earthquake today made
politic in this city the ffst of their
s-ct losses by the disaster.
Vhe 1.itifTlatC11 rflITIld value of the
de-troyed or damaged poperty injur-
es by the 233 companies in San Fran-
time'. wa. $31;:.000,000. on which there
tea. a net insurance loss of $h&.000.-
coo, covered by toz.ono policies. The
' woos loss of all kinds by the disas-
' ter is estimated by the committee at
• S;.coo,orio.orio. The thirty-five cote-
l.:,&es in their settlements handled
12.0•77 claims.
Edgar W. Whittemore
Real Estate Agcncy
:Paducah R. al Estate. Western Ken.
tucky Farms. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Padir-
este ,Ky. 
-4111
DISCOVERY or A PATCH WORTH
A SMALL eORT1JNE.
Stade at of a University Law School
Ls Bangor, /Leine, Finds a
Myaterious Ii,ourosof
Rich..
If a rich vein of gold-beartng quarts
sad been discovered on the side of
Whitney's mountain the rush of for
tune seekers would not have been
greaLer than ft has been to Sarsaparilla
gull. daring the lain few weeks, ow-
ing to the finding of ginseng in great
atia,itities in the gravelly soil on the
gulti banks, says a recent Islawburg
'Me. report
lb.' pioneer In the business is John
M Tburlough, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, in Ban-
gor Last year it was noticed that
he Joined in none of the Saturday
games played by tho studenta.
The reason Thurlough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his home ID
Falrneld and pass the Sabbath with
his parents, though it was noticed that
he never left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays. Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books and filling
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a We
piano and had it lastalled In his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
sudden seeess to riches, and moat of
the -nuntry had sontethIng to talk
about for a year to come. The expla-
nation made by young Thuriough was
very al mple.
He hai an aunt living in Newburg.
am, one day when le was calling on
her the family went to Sarsapandla gui
toy to dig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla coney had gone through
the cutnty years before.
By sprouting whole corn and then
drying it, and grinding the graln an6
mixing it with sarsaparilla root end
spruce hruati and eheekerberry leavea
and sugar, and thea edd.ng yeast and
letting the compound ferment. the resi-
dents were able to teach a condition
of absolute health.
As young Thurloagh helped to dig
the Lral:h-xiving routs be ac•ired they
were Liner and more pulpy than or-
dlnary sarsaparilla. anti with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, he took samples to
Prof Mitneon at Oren°, who at once
decided the' were gineeug roots. Sub-
sequent ertmeedings were easy.
Haling a good working knowledge
of VI, law, young Thereough bonSee
the land lying on either side of lb.
gully, and spent all of his spare time ilig
ging and propsring the ginseng root
for which there was a quick sale at
$2.50 a pound. By remaining silent
concerning his source of revenue, the
law student cleared up shout ;10001
last year, and told his provisional
lease to a Boston company for $8.1:AX
In cash.
It is meserted that the company has dni
and told glaseng roots valued at $A.
000 the past season. and now that Us'
affair is no longer a secret. hundredi
of eager people aro hunting DIxmon•
and Newburg hills in the hope 01
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
hays been dug over, but with unsatie
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park waikins
along the east side co' the Bronx rivet
not far from the subway entrance hay.
been int-o-te•.eil in a elreulor nit the.,
was placed in the stream a few day?
ago. It was put there, rtports tn.
New York gun. for the itorible per
prise of supplying fish dinners to the
birds of the zoo and specimens tot
the aquarium at the Battery.
A roe- of stakes near th3 hank lead*
out to the net, which is funnel shaped
with the large (nil inshore. The bib
corning to the bank to feed enter the
mown and natio-10y swim hack into
deep water, but they find the net nee
rowing, and. when they slide through
the s nail bole in the end oc the fun-
tail they are trapped within a larges
net of the same si she. The net is
*boot 15 feet long and four feet wide
at the month.
Carp and suckers c..e 1ehing froth
miarter of a pound o three poriets
have 'been taken in this way rot the
ben2nt of the ZOO eazisa, cranes and
vultures. The kecaers ray that thr
birds appreciate this fre•h fish.
All the pickerel and 1.n.s.t eattured
are sent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibVed, or in emergency to be fed tc
their fellows. A few eels and mud
turtlea wander into the net.
It Was All Over.
I "No more will I hear his footsteps
t
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of Cat "
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will never
burn low for him Again."
"You don't mean it?"
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
sit on this sofa area nights a week
and call me pet naties as he hiss been
doing foe the past two years."
"I am asitorilshed."
"And to-night I an going to burn all
the old love letters in my trunk."
"13-but why are you going in dis-
card him?"
"Discard him! Nihy. you goose. I
Isni going to marry him! "410 GolussInse
'3Iepatls. ' Ale to
-
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twice-a
-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 I-1 by7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $1
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper, and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subecribers. If you *he taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in ine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
this one is desired, order No. 1o, "The
Spring Girl" No. it, or "The Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picturehat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a hunch of very pretty flowers ather breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
rout real ebony it would be necessary
so take them front the wall for ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There i3 nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
than eo cents. l'he best recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to 11a-
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and qtpay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A
-WEEK • REPUBLIC.
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi'
weekly family paper in the coantcy,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing 'farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year mut
cne of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $1.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and addresa pithily. A!.
dress all orders to the St. 'Louis Re-
public, St. Louis, 110.
CUMBERLAND TELEPHONE Op TELEGRAPH CO
INCORPORATED
Has issued statement of its businesafor the month of January, and theincrease in the number of its subscribers ;s shown as follows:Number subsectibers January i, 1937 ....... ....... ..............16e.igoNumber added during month 
 &DoiNumber discontinued . 
 
 • 
• • 4.45Net increase 
Total number subscribers February t, igov
937
Caron Directory Company
Or Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizen. of Paducah. irelwee placed copies of the directociee o f the cities named below i4i,nierslog Re7ister office at se3 Broadwa v. where the•eublic Is Invited to callwhen desiring the address cf any restdert of the kites named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF TIIE POPULATION OF THE UNITILb
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALLEOMENY CITY. PA.
AT! ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE. .$D.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
BRONX, N Y
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFX150, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI. 0.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY. COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO.
COVINGTON, KY.
DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT. MICH.
DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA.
DVLUTH, MINN.
FAIRFIELD. CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE. IND.
KANSAS CITY, KA&
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
MANCHESTER, VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR
.salab SALE:
PRICE $4.00
MANITC1U. COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE. Wit
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, COM:.
NEWARK. N. J.
NEW ALBANY. INI).
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS. LA.
NEWPORT. KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH. CONN.
PADUCAH. KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD. CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO. 0.
UTICA, N. Y.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS, N. Y
1901-07 0111
I.*
4
CARON DIR.ECTORY COMPANY.
Register Office, 523 Broadway
INCHAMR:
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 NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly4 Are Sure Fite,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The 4 1 II  I
For Sale Evar"vhsni.
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I AISSINGiBANBER HAS
EXCELLENT RECORD
THE MAN WHO DISAPPEARED
WITH $600,000 WORTH OF SE-
CURITIES NOT FOUND.
Minister Insists He Slw Walker
Bleeding and Helpless on the
Street.
•••
New York. Feb. ill—William F.
hlhlhalkut, the New Britain hank trees-
\ toer and prominent Connecticut
cluinghtnati, who disappeared last
wcelit with about $600,000 worth oi
aecteritiee, still continues to elude suc-
cessfully the police and private de-
tectives. The searchers are as bare ef
clues a sever.
Even should Walker he found. the
' directors of the bank have now about
given up „hope of recovering the $565,-
, coo in bonds, part of the money which
▪ Walker is alleged to have appropriat-
ed, as it was learned today that prac-
tically all of them had been hypothe-
cated before Walker's flight, and it is
S question as to whether the hank
could now establish a legal claim to
them.
To stimulate the ardor of those on
the trail of Walker, the officers of the
bank have decided to offer a reward
for information leading to his capture,
and it is reported that $to,000 will be
the pride. The latest theories are that
Walker has gone to Mexico. South
America or Canasta, or that he has
committed suicide.
Says He Saw Walker.
Considerable interest is being taken
in a clew presented by a Hartford
clergyman, the Reverend Raymond
?deplete:en, ho insists that he saa
Walker in Me city on Monday. Mr.
Mapieeden say s he saw the bank
treasurer, bleeding anti almoe: help-
less, being assisted by a gongs of men
'at Fifty-eighth .treet anti Seventh
avenue late Monday afternoon. Mr.
Itaplesden merely wjanced at the man,
Fe said. am: thought at the time that
the injured mast's fate as familiar.
but it did wit occur te hint that it
could be Walker's. until he read of
the troiotrer's disappearance.
Now be says he is sure that it was
Walker This story seems to give
Mine tt.iur to the report in which the
treasurer i• -.out to 1121Vc 1•1111 out burn -
self in a letter to the president of the
bank, namely, that he has been sand-bagged. New Britain folk, who bad
each cenfidence in Walker. that foe a
- time t! > rsfused to !edict e th.
▪ charges against 'him. are Misr clamor-
ing for hi. arreet
4 Goo& Habits.
lie never imitated, chewed nordrank He deeply alihhirred polaer
"ad all forms of gambling lie 'been
,kays prayers at public aatlurina.. lietaught lessens in morality 'to the ten-
der youths and Heaidems. He be-haved, in het. as a reattern3". .11,1
Deacon IVilliatn F. %biker. oho a a.
the pillar of the First Baptist church
of Brit:tin. Conn.. and treasurer of theCanine -tient Baptist convention. Heboasted tan hotoirable career of bdyears. which no blot el' any kind had
ever beonirched.
C011-1 ciidencc ?ma yet to corrobo-
rate the retinht. hut there has came tolife again the story which eeime good
eitscple of New Bekaa) once recatint•
cat with pride.
"Once upon a time." goes the story
"a beetroot man of New Britain. whoby industry and thrift, had built up aproeisereirs Inssittese and accumulated
ermaiderable property. asked Mr.Walker for alosn, offering as security
valnabl^ property on the main street
of the city.
"I can't let you has c that loin."
replied Mr. Walker.
"Why not? len't the eecurity
right?" asked the busiare. man.
- "Yee, the security is infficient, butyou are a gambler." said Mr. Walker
"A gambler?" exclaimed the other.
"What de you mean?"
"You play poke." answered Mr.
'Like r.
And the business man had to hor-73ow his money from a man t. hose
erinciptee were not so high.
Deacon Walker is a ministers son.a a eoung man he enlisted in theavy in 1864 and was honorably nova
erect otn in ;866. After the war his
. ether, who was also in the rants.ent 'to New Britain t °become paor of the First Baptist church.
AXES BIG LIGHTING DEAL.
,
•
'orporation With Kentucky Monopo-lies Secures Cincinnati Plant. .
• CineimiatO 0., Feb. IS.—The Co-
• anbian Corporation of West Vir-
'Ilia, controlled by arell'hald S.
.A. R. Lcaell and ossistants of
' ew York. hay leased for a period
pinety-nine years ths Cincinnati
:eayort and Covington Light and
‘Traction company.. This conipany
s a monopoly of the light and
ction business in the Kentucky
t tea of Covington. Newport. Dayton.
lievne, Ludlow. Vest Covington.
oinks., Feet Thomas and Latonia.
lgints liberty waeirinted to the
mots in France in 1562, and teem
eei by the inas,aere of St. Me ,
Amew m 1572.
etrcet knife cleaner has made his
• nce in London. He ealle him-
I _the tiro of his trede his shaegE
_
w9 eeno: doeen
•
tliTIFICIA4. LI .13S
tO2tIE INTERESTING SECRETS
OF THO. TRADE.
Ilaker of These Valuable Adjuncts
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to 'Theie Man-
ufacture.
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
sigh," said the artificial leg maker. "ItIs a beauty, though, isn't it. I venture to
say there isn't arot her one in Philadel-phia like it. on or off. and it's as light
as a feather. too."
NVith these words, says the Shoe Re.taller, the creator of artificial Itintoflourished a leg in the air. He was fat
and smiling, and he spoke with an indis-tinguishable foreign accent, and every
lace in awhile his face Seamed with en.thuslasns.
"They all come to Philadelphia forthem, too." he continued "We've euetomers from all over Europe. Asia andAfrica. There are lots of leg makersLa the city—at least they call themselvessuch, but some of them are not leg maken s at all; they're harness makers."The august Philadelphia leg makerpurveyer to kings, queens and governatent officials, took a little time to showilia specimens around ths room. Theywere fat and thin, long and &Noel., graceful and otherwise. Some of them warehuddled in corners, accumulating thegest of ages; others Intimate& en rubsso light and airy that they were walledIts and fro in the breeze.
"You see," tiontinned the leg malted,.
'we know how to de things now. We're
cot the secret all right. First they shopdown the willow tree; then we cut cutthe legs. It takes a heap of fexialeleather to put the tendons in the rightMare. 13ve that spring in the ankle.'That@ made by the leather tendonsIf sun saw one on a man you could
sot tell the difference. Then theirLole thing is covered over with An"
oink enamel. Looks natural enough.Jon't Kr At this juncture a rap cam.tbe door, and a big man, six (eeltone, weighing nearly 200 pounds, estem& Ile looked smilingly completeant as be lighted a cigarette and shoot'hands with the kg maker,
*trap you MIA an order for me,double quickr be asked. "I've cometthrough a tongb fight." he went on
"You know I always travel withbunch of legs sal coming up this wayfrom New Orleans the Pullman catwas bernei and all four of ray legswere lost. I only rated the one I hadin, and naw you've got to get to work
oo make another net for me double
meek." With an air of languor and
ease the big maa stood to have bimsellpleasured.
"Do you know who be Is?" guessVaned he of tbe leg trade, after theponderous wan had gone. "Weil, hets the sou of one of the richest womenIn the United -States. Ho lost his leg(brought disease, and he always comesto PhEadelphia to have his sets magaPlain, ordinary boxes do for most rieo.ple to cart their legs around In, buthe's got fine leather cases with htsDame engraved upon them.
"Do many of them go In on such a
wholesale plan!" was queried of tbsleg maker.
"Heaps of. them.-
 he replied, lacan.teeny. "Some of them can do any.thing with 'em. There's one young
mee In this city who belongs to •glee club and thee tell me he's the beetdancer of Irish jigs in the town. He
was a good dancer before he lost hisLeg, and he's all right yet. No; wehave no lady attendants. We oughtto have. though. What's the reason?
Ok. btoanse there Is not one woman
In Philadelphia that I can Iliad whoknows the trade. Pity, too, becausetilt re's money in it. A good leg maker
onght to make at least $25 per week.
"There are Mx or seven men In pub.lie life, well known, who sear tri-fle-nil limbo None but their intimatefriends and families know It, however.One young lady In Philadelphia nbeled a aomber of (lances last winterhas an artificial leg It Is easy to
waltz with one after you learn how to
use them.
"Oh, yes, ertfficial leg making Is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I started out as a fine carpetoro,doing up banks and public buildings,
Red one day I went into a place in New
York to order an artificial limb for a
friend in distress. The maker was a
doctor, strange to say. He sized me
up and I sized him up, and in a short
time I was tinder contract to wok
for him. They can't fermi our patents,
either, rIr it's as bard to make an en-
title-fel limb without years of learning
as it would be for some tinhorn make,
to produce a Stradivarius."
The Emir's Capital.
It Is reported that the emir of Af-
ghanistan contemplates the removal of
his capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energetic way In which
the present emir and his Immediate
credeerssOr have been manufacturing
guns and machinery the country
around Kabul nes been denuded to such
an extent that fuel Is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which
:he emir Is reduced by the want of
wood that it is imperative that a new
site should be obtained, and this will
probably be found In the wooded slopes
if the mountains farther north.
Some Other Rascal.
"Well, Jones, did you get the soi,
pointmentl"
"No, sirs they appointed some °thee
Meal in my place."—Tit-Bits.
A Definition.
-Pa, what is experience!"
"Iteperlence, sty son, is the cone-
vouncl extract et the ressit of butting
ln."—TOwn
A laYSTERY SOLVED.
Such important problems u the Pao.
anut canal question, the future of twe-
aks, frenzied finance and the like were
mere bagatelles W the "Thirty Club."
It is' indeed a misfortune that President
Roosevelt never heard of the "Thirty
Club." It Is an organization without a
charter, and its members are men of all
callirgs. The meeting place is the hotel
office, the time after midnight, said the
most prominent members of the order
are the printers who work on the morn-
ing papers. Of these there are a hail'
dozen, When the knights of topography
appear they deal out the latest telegraph
news, and long before the morning pa-
pers are issued for the rest of the world
the "Thirty Club" has settled every-
thing.
Lockwood, the stage manager; Kro-
Ler, the traveling salesman; Cromwell.
the butter and egg expert for a South
Water street firm; Humphrey, the res-
taurant man, and Davis, whose calling
was for a long time a mystery to all, are
other members of this nightly senate.
When the policies that involve the
destinies of nations are disposed of the
"Thirty Club" turns its consideration to
other less important matters. Stories
are sorueUmes the rule. Some of the
stories told at the "Thirty Club" are so
good that famous after-dirtier speakers
would give anything to bur them.
Davis, "the mystery," as be was
termed by some, is one of the beet saw
tellers lo the crowd. His ngplabeshall
have been most varied. W11411111•111,be
gets the floor the rest of the club listens
Being a versatile member, always
good-natured, and ever ready to tell ajoke, of which be is invariably the bate
he is a welcome member in the "Thirty
Club."
Despite his verbosity, however, Davie
still held within an atmosphere of re-
serve that warned away the inquisitive.
He never told the 'Thirty Club" what
he did for a living. Inasmuch as he
chose this course, no member presumed
to ask enlightenment. Nevertheless,
every member took a great interest it
Davis. All wanted to know what be did,but none dared to ask. Finally it became
a rule when any knotty problem was
presented to a single member of the
club to answer: -That's as deep a tnYs-tory as Davis' job."
One morning Davis did not take as
much interest in the dolegs of the-Thir-
ty Club" as usual. He came in the
orrice without greeting the crowd.
When the "Thirties" adjourned tnat
night Davis was seen to band a roll con-
taining 46 crisp $ao bills to the night
clerk for safekeeping.
lie offered no explanation for the big
slim of money he carried. If such a
thing was possible the mystery sur-
rounding the talkatito member's bust-
seas deepened.
Neat night Davis was absent from
Foil call. The clerk volunteered the in-formation that be "paid up and left"
For several nights the bank roll was the
subject of conversation. The "Thirty
Club" could have used the talents of aSherlock Holmes. The fate of Russia
was nothing to the ruystery surrounding
Davis. Finally it gave up trying to
solve the mystery. Davis was gone and
they decided to forget that he was ever
• member of the "Thirty Club."
Three weeks later Kromer packed hisgrip and bid the club good-by. Ile was
off for the trip in Wisconsin, Minnesota
and the Dakotas. If, too, was soonforgotten. Nothing called him to mind
again until a telegram came one morn-lug early. The message was addressed:
"The Thirty Club, P— Hotel, Chicago:(Do not deliver until after midnight.)Have solved the mystery surrounding
Davis. Arrive Chicago Z:30
 a- all• Holdclub until I arose. Will explain.
"Kromer."
The message wail &livered at one
o'clock iti the morning. It was preseno
a-a to Chairman Gimmoll by the night
clerk. The chairman read It to the
"Thirty Club," It is needless to saythat the members watched the clocktick slowly until the hands pointed tc3:30. Then the suspense became ter-
ribie. At S:50 a cab rolled up to thedoor, and K (mei-. grips In band, stepped
out. He ran into the hotol, and as he
removed his gloves he began his story:
"Fellows, I see 114. 'Thirty Club' Is all
accounted for except Davis. I know,however, where he is about now. WhenI was headed for Chicago a train ahead
et us was wrecked. My train came upto the wreck and along with a party oftraveling men we went down the trackto see the smash-up. As we came up afamiliar figure, clad in lang overcoat
and high boots. approached. It wasDavis. Heaves as happy as a lark. Afteigreeting me he explained 'that his two
carloads of stuff wns not hurt in theleast.' He would not lose a cent or have
any trouble with the rallmad. Of coursehis talk was a mystery to me. I wileprepared to see two carloads of linehorses, but Davis surprised me. Hepointed out two carloads of turkeys and
chickens.
" 'Do they belong to you," I asked, in
surprise.
" 'Sure, and they are the best ship-
ment of the year. You remember thetwenty-three hundred dollar roll J had
when I last saw you? Well, there it is.'
"'Davis,' I ventured, emboldened tothe point of irlieving my curiosity.
'what do you do for a living?'
"'Witte, don't you fellows in the
'Thirty Club' know that? I am thebuyer for the largest ponitry firm InChicago. All that stuff goes to SouthWater Street to supply Chicago's Christ-
mas and New rear's dinners. If you are
mains bark now, tell the boys I will be
with them Saturday night.'"
Saturday -night Davis arrived. Thehearty reception accorded him was aslioneh a mystery to him as was his call
lag to the "Thirty Club."—Cit:cago
Record-Nereid.
•
Rushed Sim Out, IS A GRAND OLD RULER."My father says be feels as spry as
When he went to college," remarked Kaiser Franz Josef, Emperor of A52,.the pretty girl. tria and King of Hun-"Don't doubt it," replied her suitor.
"lie impressed me that he was still a
college student last night."
-You don't say! in what way, Har-
ry?" a
"Why, he gave me a cane rush,"
News.Chicago
From Bad to Worse.
."Mike,' said Plodding Pete, as be
.bed into a freight car, "I'm glad de
government doesain own de railroads."
"Whet"
"Because when we takes a free ride
gow de worst dat happens is to be put
off. But, if de government Was runnin'
le lines we'd be arrested fer gratin
sure"—Washington Star.
At the Employment Office.
"Do you see the tall cook in the blue
gingham apron? Well, tan housewives
have tried her to the last ten days and
the has Left them all."
"Gracious! Her name must be 'Se-
cret.' "
"Why go?"
"Because no woman can keep her."—
Ch'cago Daily News.
Sure Curs.
"Did you see my picture in this
morning's paperr' said the pull%
"Nd." said the wit, sinieking with
laughter. "What were you cured of?
Ha. hal"
"Of vanity, after I saw the picture.*
seaward the other sadly.—Clevelane(oader.
A Joke with a Diagram.
"You're an angel, declared the
roong man.
"Do you mean to tell me that Ns
masculine?" haughtily Inquired the
pre
N. 11.—New York preachers have de
sided that all angels are of the male
sex.—Chicago Sun.
Seclusion Necessary.
Mrs. Psmith —But how did you man
age to keep that secret a whole weak.dear?
Mrs. Kjones--It wasn't hard. I slm
ply stayed away from the Isrownine
club, and when callers came I sent
word that I wasn't at home.—Cleve
land Leader.
Ms Good Advice.
"Yes, mother, I told him I was the
hest speller in our class at school."
"And did he give you the job?"
"I 'o, mother, tie gave me some words
to spell, and I couldn't spell them. And
then he said I'd better go to school foi
another spell." -a
 
Cleveland Plata
Dealer.
In the Art Gallery.
'Lovely sleeping nymph, :sal It
"Ye-es."
"Do you notice the glamour the art-
ist has thrown over it?"
"No, I don't. But if It was mine I
would throw a horse blanket over Lt.—.
Clevelassi Plain Dealer,
Worse Yet,
Rownder—Biame the luck, anyhow!
Lusher—What's the matter?
itownder—Aw. my wife always stays
up for me. when I'm out' late at night.
Lusher—You're lucky. Mine Lome)
after we—Cleveland Leader.
The Humor of It.
"Do you see anything funny about
Tighprite's latest comedy?"
"Yes," answered the cynical manager.
"It seems funny to me that he should
have Imagined it was funny."—Wash.
ington Star.
The Pretty Stenographer.
Pot benks my e!erk has :Itt:e We.
But though at'.e la not y's,
oat makes me watch fey pa a-tli
Who'n .c.oklog In her l'a
—171.1144e:phla Pleas.
°A TRIP ON THE RAILROAD.'"
—Philadelphia Bulletin.
Unanimous.
"roe sanest when I sing." she summit:G.Said her hearers: "Holt), gee!
Cis ain't the or.y pebble
On the beach, for so ate we."
—Houston Mat.
A Lucky Circumstance.
First insurance Financier latter tea.
Ufying, nervouslyi—ilow did I acquit
myself?
Second Insurance Financier (fierce-ty) -,There was no jury:—Puck.
Victim of an Imposition.
Sbarpson—You seem disappointed
with that new society novel.
Plats—Disappointed? I'm disbusted,
Ws a 'fraud. It isn't even objection
We:—Chicago Tribune.
Ready to Oblige.
Mrs. Young- -Mother saot she wantsto be ciemated.
. Mr. Young—All right—I'll attend tr.It at once. Call her, will you7--cleve-land Leader.
The Doininaat Factor.
"The first husband eloped with her,"
said Miss Cayenne.
"And the second and third?"
"She eloped with them."—Na'rushing
ton Star.
Hind to the Limit.
"Was le kind to his family?"
et should gay be was. He couldn'thave been kinder if be 'had "-bungee
Inenrince 'president."—Clevelnel Plain
Dealer.
garY•
Quite apart from the foolish praiselavished upon monarchs for their
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor ofAustria and king of Hungary, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-gether the wesring tar:Lions within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburghouse ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
Man" among the monarchs of the
world Is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing frank.
sem and his sterling sense of justice
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him-
self with a "quick lunch" brought te
Mtn at the desk in his study. Frans
Josef to-day remains the same early
riser he was In the days of his youth
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early how
of half-past four. His toilet—bath-
ing, shaving and dressing—neves
takes him longer than half an hoar:
and as the emperor does not care for
civilian dress, he usually dons the
uniform of a colonel of one of his own
regiments. On his frequent shooting
ixpeditions, however, he wears the
sparse dress of Alpine Austria; and in
Us study he appears in a short raill-
ery cloak, with a peakiess soldier's
ap.
Every act of this remarkahle old
can's life is conducted with military
l'ecittion. On the very stroke of five
lls breakfast—a cup of coffee. some
old meat, and rolls—Is brought him;
efore six he is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one tc
bink this was a cozy sitting-moua
with its dainty pictures, framed photo
eraphs and charming furniture; but
he big writing table in the window,
Ire bookshelves and the litter of
newspaper cuttings on tables, chairs
and floor threat 'the rocnat's true puts
pose.
Just above The emperor's writing
table hangs a portrait of -his late eon
sort. Empress Elizabeth, who was
stabbed to the heart with a file by a
'maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
rears ago. Alas! this is but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over
stadowed the unfortimate house ot
Hatabarg. In this study the emperor
wcOot uninterruptedly until noon.
Buley packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him; and se
carefully does he go through this stork
that he frequently maim es upon con.
trailletIons between clauses, which
have entirely estaped those who have
drafted the bill. •
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
Netehborly Borrowing Hee Its
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Shown.
The lilanks. who lived on the ?hire
tioor, hail qUatrele,1 witlt the Da-hes
who Bred on the r4ond. The tin
tortunate affair hail apparently "tides
with the return of numerous hoe "hold
articles which the thrifty Mrs Dash
had norroweel from he easy.
going Mrs. Blank. The list. however
did not include a French drip toffee
pot and • silk umbrella. and Mrs. Blank
sowed she would not lower herself to
ask even for her own property, relates
the New York World.
Blank, being a man's man, kept onto?
the quarrel but Dash being more or less
henpecked, was drawn 4nto it by his
wife,
h• other night Blank came home to
Intl his wile-In tears.
I think. James!
That horn i eacat me dead
,te day."
"Oh, well, what do you care? Ile
Isn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cot, but the way he did
It." sobbed his tie. .1-4411 see their
window opens on the air-shaft and you
can hear every word they ray when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to hia , whose
umbrella is this?' I could sot catchher answer, but be added: 'Oh, well.111 take it an; how. Mine's at the office.'
-I had to stop and spelt:: to the Janitor
so Mr. Dash and I cause face to face on
the front steps, and he rut me—With my
own daughter's urnintla over his head.
Fionest—bIS nerves-"
And her woes were sipresael infresh outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawyer's Fee.
An o:,1 comrade of Private Daiseliain Washington county. 0.. sen for him
to try a case in We. The ca triedin a country schoolhouse-. 1St was
of such a sort that an adverse dgn:ent
would have put the defendant and his
wife and seven little children on the
road homeless and Infinite's. Dalzellhappened to win the case. When theJustice of the peace announced the de.
clsion the crowd :use and cheered, and
one bold fellow proposed they wouldbuild a town on the spot and call itWWI, and it has been done—one of
:.he handsomest little villages in Ohio.
Bespoken.
"No, thank you," said Miss DeMore, "I don't care to meet any newyoung men.'
"My!" exclaimed Miss Caddie;
"you're select all of a sudden."
"No," replied Miss De Mure, glanc-ing dreamily at her new ring; "I'vemerely been selected all of sustdet."eseDeever Times,
SeaL •
AACTa... 3ITRVEh-o.e.
County Work a pecialty.
Old 'Phone 620-3. Tyler, Ky.
I K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLB
Hendrick, Miller
(rb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of tit-State. Both phones 31.
Rooms I, a, 3 and 4, Register Build.trig 523 i-a Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M.O.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Build:n o;$23 I-a Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490; Old 1487 R
SPECIALTjES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance. Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
fELEPHONES:
.Residence, 296; Office, 355.
J. C. Flournoy
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Cecil Reef
Rooms ice ii and 12, Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY)
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5, Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone t992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Banc
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room rig. Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 -Old Phone 484A
R. T. 7.7.GHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence 3to Broadway.
Phone 149-
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent,
sot Fraternity Buildir.g.
Old Phone 498 Red,
PA DUCAll. KENTUCK1.
A. S DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. sir R
NOTICE
!tidiest Prices Paid for Second-Hanc
STOVES AN!) FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everythang
erS-soo Court Street: Old Phone
1316A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC
TION.
•
•
EARL ot; JUST GIVEN !LADY DIED 1k„,4 • ".V.` 4" 4V 9 It V ) r'
PAWTUCKET
CIGAR
Special Sale
$1.25 Box of 25
Money back if not
satisfied
McPherson,s
Drug Store..
Fourth and Broadway.
• 4
HEAVY FINE OF CANCER
GAMBLING CASE POSTPONED
UNTIL THURSDAY BY THE
JUDGE.
Southern Peanut Company Case Put
Off Until Today-Police Court
News.
••••••••
.ileavy iidualty was assessed
yesterday in the police court against
Frank Just, the barber, by Judge
Cross, who fined 'him $5o and twenty
days jail on the charge of carrying
concealed and deadly weapons. The
charge was lodged against Just by
Flossie Doyle, a woman with whom
he is alleged to Mare had Some
trouble last Thursday night.
to:utile last llbunsday night. Just
evili take an appeal.
Fourths street. was continued by
41- :corn:. all conveniences, 000 jeffer;ou 
the judge yesterday uncil next
Thuisday. Beasley has skipped out.
streG
• 1.&. (hi making the raid Saturdayithe o
cers gave it Out to the newspapers
that one 4,f the party found in the
room Friday night was Clint Gibbs,
Whose name was entered upon the
warrant as flue of the witnesses, but
it developt4 Sunday the police had
rnadc,,a mioake, as it was not Clint
Gibbs, but another Gibbs. Clint Gibbs
is the well known and popular rail-
roader•who idea's not freonent gam-
bling kuuses.
Eragls Dunki:on was intld 50 and Live his itamer home. where still
seat to jail for twenty eal• fdt carry- it". his moth Mrs. Dora 1Valler.
ing crencealed weapons. Children Pass Away.
, There. wa: dismissed t-W# warrant Ihe enfant -son of N1r. and Mrs.1.
+ 4- 4- 4. 4- * The warrant charging Charles
POPULAR WANTS. 4
•
laughter and Judge Beasley with
'
• 
running a gambling room on ,the
tt.‘ 4. 4. 4. 4. • • 4.- • • • • ip third floor of the building on North
la: NT Nicely furnished
1'91i la:NT-Elegant fiats, 'Secdun,* Owl Broadway. Apply to TS.
• Scott.
,
H) It SAI.E-Fi‘e irc..sh milch
cows-Old 'phone 867; New 789. S. B.
Caldwell.
FOR SALE-Drug store, stock and
o abow o, t a bargain. Alty
the R t rer. '
• 
built), to stilt tenant South
West former Kentucky arc tpd
1:(•tn!h .11trea. Siost promising 4414-
t.,...ttisil copier in P;adtwah.
. Gen. C.' Htighei, C/Ici Phone 2865.
i gf
WANTED---.% young lady Cat has
I at some experience in boolekeepIng
Address dock box S. S.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail
or. t13 South Third St. Two 'phones
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY--
Able-bodied unmarritd men between
of 18 and 33: citizen!' of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant
Will post, examine. systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms rea3onable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., 118 Fra
ternity building.
**4******11144114******4•••*4
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• BRERDERS OF CRIME
• SAND CORRUPTION •
• No Single Reason, Moral Nor •
• Economic. Why Saloons •
• Should Exist
• (Senator Carmack4
•
Clarksville. Teen.. Feb. iR. -R S.
1011°10 Apts received the following
strong letter r,si trmperance Sen
ator Carmack in reply to an invita-
tion inviting him to speak in this city.
jirticthe thteyest of temperance duringtight wibiellr is twietsbeing waged
agliflast prior to the eketion to.be
held here on February :6:
lit for reasons 1 hit- given 1
cat ot be personally pref. to take
part in your campaign against the
saloon• my earnest wishes are for
sour Fuccess. Tlivre is not a single
reason. moral, economic or otherwise.
alt.). the salonn should be permitted
to exist anywhere. It is a prolific
begeficr,jri crime, corruption and pov-
"4140414: nete is not a commupnity that
,vvuold not have cleaner government.
',remit citizen; .and 'happier homes
without the saloon than with it. From
the most materialistic standpoint it is
Vol estratao liVe often hear the argument
:bit the abolition of the saloon mould
injure -the business prosperity of the
eimummity. What wealth does it
create?. it cannot be too often re-
peated that wealth is the, produce oi
the industry and intelligence 4,f man,
that *which is a destioyer of man
Is a destroyer of wealth.
I. ?; argued that even if saloon-
Lc abolished it, will not stop the
Veisrkinit• Of intoxicants: While this
One -1141Ca. measure, it is nO'r defense
or the saloon. loping men (10 U' 'I 4
'learn to drink out of a jug in a back
alley. Nor does the sneaking boot-
True:- wield the corrupt and perni-
a-ions influence of the open raloon.
The saloon-keepw would not -go to
• the expense of providing costly- fur-
• ..nittre and luxurious surroundings if
'.t could sell 'as much whisky out of a
Foe neer a rrenali plank bar. The ex-
- nerience of every community in Ten--
nets& which has banished saloons i:.
aranment in favor of its
.141 ' 1-Ethalition in other cominimities. There
•
MRS. MOLLIE FOX PASSED
AWAY AT HOME ON TRIM-
BLE STREET.
Mrs. Betsy Matthews Passed Away
of Pneumonia at Home on the
Gip Husbands Road.
Mrs. Mollie Fox died at 5 o'clock
Sunday afternoon after a lingering
illness with cancer at her 'home, top
Trimble street. The funeral services
were held, yesterday afternoon at 3
o'clock, with burial following at Oak
Grove cemetery.
She was fifty-seven years of age and
born in Tennessee, but bad resided in
this city for two years. ,She was a
good, noble cbristian weigan and is
survived by two children, Mrs. Joseph
Kelly and M. James Fox, both of
this city, the latter being a car re-
pairer at the Illinois Central railroad.
:I:argil:or Herbert Porter ith
breach Of Ow peace.
Uuhl t+mtav was corsoinued the war-
rant charging Robert Hale with using
profane language towards anotlicr.
.‘ flue 01 Sao and cost: was assessed
against each Josie 'Ligon and Grace
Coles. colored, for fighting. t'Y
Until today was deferred the war-
rant accusiag the Southern Peanut
cvmpany. of First and A'ashington
%tree:. 4.i maintaining a nuisance by
letting the peanut dust and filth fly
0%er that neighhorInwxl, to great ob-
jection of eserybody.
Nick Bryant -was given a continu
ance until today of the warrant charg-
ing hint with refusing to pay hack
fare. Bryant is accused of riding iii
a vehicle and then refusing to give
the cabman his money.
Mattk Sewell. colored, as fined
Sao and costs for running a disordvey
house in Rowlandtown.
Until oicia Monday was postponed
the warrant charging Rodney Perkins,
Edwar•I Brown, Dora Perry. Beulah
Caldwell and Herman Lander with
stealing $23 from 1Intl McKnight. col-
ored.
The warrant against Harry Field-
was filed away, he being the lad Mrs
Margaret Kettler accuses of attempt-
ing to ilefraud her out of a $it.so
board bill. He. was arrested Saturday.
but let rn on putting up the amount.
of the 1-411, and has not shown up auy
more. This money will be !lulled
ever to Mr...Kettler.
M. Lewis. Oscar Ferrell and R. r,
Griffith were each fined St and costs
for te:ng drunk..
rukim NOTICE.
IfieCr,acken circuit . court-George
Rawleigle executor of bliltem 11. In-
gram. • equity. George 0.
Ingram and other:. defendants.
Ordered that this action be referred
to .Cccil Reed, master commissioner
of the McCracken circuit court, to
take prof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of litilton IL Ingram.
ceased, an all persons having claim:
against Saul estate are required to
;properly cerify and. file the same, be-
fore said commissioner, on or be-
fore the 13th day of April. 1907. or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the executor of said
estate unadministered, and all persons
;.re hereby enjoined and restrained
from collecting their claims, against
etate, except through this Suit.
%nil it is ordered that this order be
published in The Paducah Daily Reg-
ister as iequired by jaw.
Give ri under my band, as clerk of
said court. this the 16th day of, Feb-
ruary 1907.
. GRICE & ROSS. Attorney:.
J. A. MILLER. Clerk.
fly R. •11. HAI', D. C.
Died of Pneumonia.
Mrs. Betsy .Matthews died Slinday
after a short, illness with pneumonia,
and will be buried at the family ceme-
tery.
She was sixty-eight years of age
and the widow of the late Dink Mat-
thews. She resided several miles
from this city on the road passbig Gip.
Husbands' farm.
••••.•••••••••
Heart Trouble Killed.
Mr. Joe Waller died of 1,•• ot
tronble Sunday at Texarkana. Ark.,
;;::•I the remains were yesterday
vght for burial at Florence Sta-
Barker tyi 1343 'South Third. die'
Lunday and was buried at Iola.
Congestion of the bowels caused
Jta dealt yesterday morning of 1114
seven-year-øW daughter of Mr. .ii
Mrs. G. 'F. Enkerwin id Little Cs -
o-c•s The remains will be buried
tat., morning at to o'clock at the
cometury.
St. Louis' Leading Hotel.
When in St. Louis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel, you'll meet your friends
there.
whisky cause.
"Why should t he good people of
Clarksville fear their experience would
be any less happy than that of all
other ennthumities which have done
what Clarksville is now asked to do.
It has been said that wise men learn
from the _experience of Others, but
that fool: most learn from their own.is not a town which has rid itself of NO town in 'Tennessee has j more
the saloon: in, which it could he re- !intelligent sitizenship than Clarksville.
Inred by a a-We of the people. 'Actuql 'I only ask.rthai "her people loot'
experience has demonstrated in every abroad over ithe state and let that in-
. ease the folly of every argmeenr ad- struct them as to the duty they owe
by., the supporters of the- to.themsehres and their children."' '
FEE VISITED
JEWELRY STORE
JEWELER WM SEAkS TRAP-'
PED IN BEDROOM AT REAR
OF PLACE • •
'I rought a Lighted Cigar Stub Start-
ed the FIsme Which Caused
$2,5oo Damage
esterda) 'iii' truing about 3
fin, visited the W. N Warren jewelry
establishment est ao3 Broadway and
caused a damage estimated at about
Sc. co te, the stock awl building. The
fire started in a Onset mid-way be-
tatin front and rear of the building.:
tend the smoke awakened Mr. %Vinland
re, the -jeweler whet sleeps in a '
bi.-tiroorwoin. rear •if the building. On
r-zcount td-;"•thcr buildings backing up •
around the store. there is no exit ex- i
rept the front entrance. and Mr. Sears
36-3% t-rapped in the rear WilfrwC he was I
kept in fear until the ilepartmeat
esiinginshed the blaze. He got to
:he telephone in the back end of the
is•ore and htrickly notified the %Wire,"
OKI) vehiv turned the chemical: and ,
euner fire fighting apparatus on the
f.re. which was brought to a low
and Jeweler Sears allowed to .sca
(torn Ms dangerous position.
Poxes and other material were i
the closet and it is believed a cigar
stub, lighted, started the flame. The ,
loss is covered with insurance, as is
the building loss. The house belongs
to Miss Pauline / foustem of North
Fifth.
Dr. L. L. Smith !Ike!)s in his office
upstairs. and awakening. rushed out
.nto the street in his night clothing.
farniture was WI: damaged
GENUINE
FR ADEWATER
••••••,
• •
wrote
• I 0.
• 0.
10
..ore
Spring
Hats.....
We beg to announce to the public of Padu-
calethat we have just received our completerdline
of Spring .Hats, and we re,ectfully irkvite your
attentioik and ern te  an invitation to come: and
inspect our differentistyles for
our opinion that these Hats are exceptionally. well
selected. Come in and see it your opirdou agrees
with ours.
or•
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•
Di NBERLER'S
GRANO ERR (LOTH/E j-LEAD
RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo. .a.i 7, falling
Chattanoctiga. 5.o, falling.
Cincinnati, 18.7, falling.
Evansville, i6.7. falling.
Florence, 4A falling
Johnsonville, 7 4. falling.
Louisville, 7.3, falling
'Xt. Carmel. b.2, standing
-Nashville, it 5. falling.
Pittsburg. 4.4, falling.
-St. Loins, 11.7, rising.
%lt. Vernon, 11.3. falling.
l'aducah. *614. falling.
1 , f
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The Patton left Chattanooga se 114' •
cral 4lays ago and gets here the kik%
of this sick. She took the Joe
E. Mitchell
AGENCY FOR
Fairbanks Morse & Co.
STATIONARY, PORTABLE AND
MARINE ENGINES. PUMPS,
SCALES, WIND-MILLS, ETC.
326-28 South Third Street
Mr. 3. F. Mirth left last night f4
Chicago and Philadelphia. on }nisi - Phones: Old 481a, New 743
,„•_
I %
Wheeler': place Chattanooga. Team
•
The Mary N is laying rp• with a The steamer Butt, erff 44sbrokeo shalt, which is being repairediClarkssille yesterday and ("Wiles bac*
The Itirmingha marriVe, today tritnorrOw when she immediately relilkfront Jq ppa neroute to the Tennes- one for Nashville
, pr. after tics• This morning at 8 o'clock the Dock
II.,rvester passed dean Sun- Visylei !elves fsr Cairo and en sues41 )Si 2th it, toauttil coaliwurts tilleo hark tor islet aiwut it o'clock 
•with l'ittsburg fuel fnr the West Kees-% The Joe Fouitr saime• in today
trek,. Coal comptn). si Inch -s-at ni r from h :111•V Ilk and departs at ...we 41
on to Memphis. oo her return elan way.
The Castilia went to the- Cumber 1 The John S Hopkins went to
YVVre )e:terday after a raft. Feaproillit yesterday and conies back
Ilse' Sc' nra departed se -heals for totnierrou
.1•K`c river,. The City of Memphis is out of the
The towboat T. 11. Da‘ts ail; be Tenn •ssee river and lies at the alcarfkt from the marine ways into the I boat until 5 o'clock tomorrow after-
muses homer gestiuu out ..ti hcr
that was..
The Peters Lee will get to Coins'
oat; today- and leave there tomorrow
on her return this say for Memphis.
The Georgia Lee gets to Mr &opine
rr vlay end leaves there tomorrow barJa
np this way for Cincitouiti.
river tomorrow, her repgars bring
obOUt finished.
The Scimitar got assay Sunday fur
Vicksburg. Nbss., with head mate of
John Austin, former paired sagon
driver tor the Paducah pohce depart
went.
The Chattanooga left yesterday for
Si cult
REMOVAL NOTICE
0. A. Tate Grocery
from Fifth (to Jef-
ferson to Empire
building 640 Broad-
way; Old Phone 93.
Now Ready for Business
4
it
V
FOR TNE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE A21,
REAL
PITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED,
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
•
•
4,
A
- tr,4•0•,.•4114 trif,r,,, /
OP
4,16 Awe
EARL Op JUST GIVEN
PAWTUCKET HEAVY FINE
CIGAR
Special Sale
$1.25 Box of 25
Money back if not
satisfied
McPherson
 
,
s
Drug Store..
. 111t+ath%ay
+' + -1•• + 4, • • 4
•
•
•
ciu ot be personally presiit to take
not in your campaign against the
eali•on. my earnest wishes are for
our success. There is not a singlea
reasork moral, economic or otherwise••
a fry the saloon should he permitted
to exist anywhere. It is a prolific
breedetseif crimes corruption and pov-
.' a 'Ai or. 7 111-et tee.'"—: thee* is not a ermuntipnity that•,-+
.e.
eseaaaet , weidd not have cleaner government.
bettet citizens and happier homes
with 'in the saloon than with it. From
ari 
......- the most materialistic standpoint it is
'41 it celestes We often hear the argument
tratt the abolition of the saloon would
tejure the business prosperity of the
et immenity. What ikealth does it
create?. It cannot be too often re-
peated that wealth is the produce ei
Ave industry and'intellitence of man.
' and that which is' a destroyer of man
a dastroyer Of wealth.
l•*"..****"• -`'''." "'V it Argued that even if saloon-
te, abolished it will not stop the
. t.leittk'nge of intoxicants: While this
to 
*le Math measure, it is no defense
.. r the saloon. Young men do not
?earn to drink out of a jug in a back
alley. Nor does the sneaking boot-
legges wield the corrupt and perni-
aeons influence of the open saloott.
I ' :Me saloon-keeper would not go to
4, -the expense of proriding coatly fur-- Ak , rritere and* luxurious surroundaigs if,..". ''''1;e could sell as much whisky out of a
ire over a reneli plank bar. The ex-
" oerfence of every community in Ten--
neeset which has banished saloon* is
-ii ekettsinvincibie arennteet in favor of its
.1d- ablItoklition in otlwr cominneities. There
4 '1t,- is 'tint a town sliicle has rid itself oi
eke saloons in which it could be re-
ef:tared bv a vim' of the people. ..Actitel
experience has dernimstrated in every
rise the folly of every lrginnen+ ad-
... .. _ ...4...,..e,, ••••,....iiiitoriterl . ay.. the supporters of the.
POPULAR WANT&
• • • + • • • • • • • 46 • •
eat!: ea\ I Nicely furnished
•' Anna' s. all coroaniences, Q Jefferaoh
aXViika I a
1:9R RENT—Elegant flats, *Sev
41S,lartAk Ord Broadway. Apply to IL
Scott.
FO S.1 v ireah in ilch
(7 cows—Old 'phone 867; New 789. S. B.
Caldwell.
FOR SALE—Drug store, stock and
allow ;sea a hergain. Ay at
the R ter. •
•
'Will beedato snit tett-nit Satitli
West format Kentucky ave avid
a Fourth aetteet liost pronnstng 14-
1,„, teal copier in Paducah.
(eó. C' Hughes, Old Phone 1863.
WANTF.D----A young lady tat has
lad some experience in leat'alsacping
Address -lock box S. S.
For up-to-date cleaning and press.
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, tot Sottth Third St. Two 'phones
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able
-bodied unmarried men betwees
ages af 18 and 33: citizen; oi United
States, of good character and tette
iserate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For informatioa
apply to Recruitine Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
post, examine. systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., zx8 Fri
ternity building.
• •
• BREEDERS OF CRIME
• AND CORRUPTION •
46
• No Single Reason, Moral Nor
• Economic. Why Saloons
• Sheuld Exist.
•
• (Senator Carmack.)
*****••••••••••••11 .******ANe
Clarksvith. Teura. ld i. --R S.
Rudolph 'ha, received the following
strolls letter c.11 temperance istmt Sett
ator Carmack in reply to an in%ita-
GAMBLING CASE POSTPONED
UNTIL THURSDAY BY THE
JUDGE.
Southern Peanut Company Case Put
Off Uuti! Today—Police Court
News.
•heavy penalty was assessed
)eaterday in the police court against
frank Just, -the barber, by Judge
Cross., who fined bim $so and twenty
days in jail eel the charge of carrying
•concealed and deadly weapons. The
charge was lodged against Just by
Flos-aie Doyle, a woman with whom
he is alleged to (have had so' me
trouble last Thursday night.
treuble laat Thursday night. Just
en; take an appeal.
The . Warlant charging Charles
slaughter and Judge Beasley with
owning a gambling room on .thc
third floiir of the building 011 North
hourtli street, was continued by
the judge yesterday until next
Thursday. Beasley has skipped out.
On making the raid Saturdaykthe offie
cers gave it out to the newspapers
that atie of the party found in the
room Friday night was Clint Gibbs,
Whose naine was entered upon the
warrant as one of the witnesses, hut
it develope‘i "Sunday the police had
matkaa miatake, as it was not Clint
Gibbs, but another Gibbs. Clint Gibbs
s the well known and popular rail-
roader*ulto (hes not frequent gam-
bling .4toubes.
Fragl. Dunkisian was 'fined so and
stet to jail tor twenty diseItst carry-
ing cenceaktl %%capons. .
a There was dismissed tTi8 %%arrant
chargiugs Ilerbert Porttr nith a
breach of the"peace.
UntSI tist:11 was coneinned the •war-
rant delaying Robert hale with using
profane language Inwards another.
A fine if Sao and costs as assessed
against cash Jose Ligon an4 Grace
Cales. crilored, for fighting. 0
Until today was deferred the war-
rant accusing the Southern Peanut
campany. of First and Washington
stretes. tif maintaining a nuisance by
letting the peanut dust and filth A)
oser that neighborhood. to great ob-
jection tit eserybody. •
Nick Bryant WAS given a continu-
ance until today of the warrant charg-
ing him with refusing to pay hack
Bryant is accused of riding in
s vehicle and then refusing to give
el.- cabman his money.
Nfattic Sewell. colored. Ns a‘ fitted
eio and costs for running a disorderly'
lionic in Rowlaadtown.
Until fleet Monday was postponed
the u arrant charging Rodney Perkins.
Filwas I P.roen. Dora Perry. Reuiali
CaithVell and Herman Lander with
stealieg $23 it. Bud McKnight. col-
nrce.
The warrant against Harry Field-
was filed away. be being the lad Mrs
Afargaret Kettler accuse. of attempt-
tug to defraud her out of a Siren
board hill lie was arrested Saturday.
but let er% on putting up the amouut
of the hill, and has not shown up any
more. This money will ba !toned
over tr. Mrs. Kettler.
M. Lewis. Oscar Ferrell anti R. r.
Griffith were each fined St and riots
for beng drunk.
CLAIM NOTICE.
thin inviting him t' speak in this city 
in lict.tacken circuit court—George, the ihaest o( temperance during
Mc tight *liewis noorb.hcing waged R3stielatle executor of Milton H. In-'
agstiast it prior to the ekction to,be „gram- is. equity. George 0.Ingram and either,. defendants.,
.11e1s1 here on February ae•
Ordered that this action be refeiredfor reasons I hi given I
liiar,a• cal Reed. master commissioner
of the McCracken circuit court, to
take pr 'of of asset and liabilities of
the estate of Akilton It. Ingram. ale-
ceased. ansi all persons having claim;
against sate estate are required tit
praperly cerify and, file the ‘3111c, be
said commissioner. on or be-
fore the teth day .of moo;. or
they will be forever barred front as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the executor of said
estate miadritinistered, and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
from collecting their claims, against
said eittate, except through this
And it Ordered that this order he
published in The Paducah Daily Reg-
ister 'is required by law.
Givati under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the lath day of Feb-
ruary 1907.
CRICE & ROSS. Attorney -
.1. A. MIT.I.F.R, Clerk.
Oy R. HAI', D. C.
St. Louis' Leading Hotel,
When in St. Lonis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel, you'll meet your friends
there.
whisky cause.
"Why should the good people of
Clarksville fear their experience would
be any less happy than that of all
other communities which have done
what 'Clarksville is now asked to do.
114 has been• said that vie men learn
from the .expetience of Others, but
that fools mpst learn from 4 heir own.
No town in - Xenneasce 'has a more
intelligent sitizeeship than
otdy askrahat "her people look
abroad over 'the state and let that in-
struct them as to the duty they ewe
to themselves and their children."
!LADY DIED
OF CANCER
MRS. MOLLIE FOX PASSED
AWAY AT HOME ON TRIM-
BLE STREET.
Mrs. Betsy Matthews Passed Away
of Pneumonia at Herne on the
Gip Husbands Road.
Mrs. Mollie lox died at s o'clock
Sunday afternoon after a lingering
illness with cancer at her 'home, top
Trimble street. The funeral services
were held yesterday afternoon at 3
o'clock, with burial following at Oak
Grove cemetery.
She was fifty-seven years of age and
born in Tennessee, but had resided in
this city for two years. She was II
good, noble christian woman and is
survived by two children, Mrs. Joseph
Kelly and Me. James Fox, both of
this city, the latter being a car re-
pairer at the Illinois Central railroad.
Died of Pneumonia.
Mrs. Betsy Matthews died Stinday
after a short. illness with pneumonia.
and will be buried at the family ceme-
tery.
She was sixty-eight years of age
and the widow of the late Dia. Mat-
thews. She resided several miles
from this city on the road passing Gip•
Husbands' farm.
affeart Trouble Killed.
.11r. Ji.X Waller died Loot
trouble Sunday at Texarkana. Ark..
anti the remain.. were yesterday
brought tor burial at Florence Sta-
Len, hi. lowlier home. where still
bete his mother. Mee lkwa NValler.
Children Pass Away.
The infant -son of Mr. and Mrs. I..
Barker ed taet South Third, dia.!
Lunday and was buried at iota. Ky.
Congestion of the bowels caused
th death yesterday morning of VW
% tat -year-old da toe m er rlf. Mr. and
:qrs. G. T. Fetwessm of Little Cy-
rain. The remains will he buried
this morning at to o'clock at the tams
ils cemeory. e
FIRE VISITED
JEWELRY STORE
JEWELER WM. SEAkS TRAP-
}'ED IN BEDROOM AT REAR
OF PLACE • •
Trought a Lighted Cigar Stub Start
ed the Flame Which Caused
Sa400 Damage.
Spring
Hats....
We beg to announce to the public of Pailu-
calfthat we have just received our completerollsie
of Spring .Hats, and we re,ectfully invite your
atrention alia extend an invitation to come: and
inspect our differentistyles fôrth1iig.k is
our opmkm that these Hats are exceptionally well
selected. Come in and see if your opinion agrees
with ours.
DESBERtJER'S
VIDANLI LEADER
===
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B ROA-DWTLY
R#ER NEWS
River Stages
Cairo, 24 7. falling
Chattanooga, so, falling.
Cincinnati, ift.7, falling.
Feansville 16.7. falling..
Floreece, 4.0,falling
Jelinsonville, 7 4. falling.
Lonissille. 7.3, falling.
'Mt. Carmel. Ili, Mantling .
Naahrille, it, falling.
Pittsburg. 44, falling.
St. Louis, tt.7. rising.
Alt. Vernon. ital. falling.
Paducah. Utak falling.
The Patton left Chattanooga 'tea,
cral dart% ago and gets lucre the knit
. of this suck. She took the Joe
Yesterdas anarning :dean e ; itckl
int visited the W. N Warren jcaelry
estahlishmert of to; lineedeay and ;
(eared a damage estimated at about r
$.20 560 to the stock anti building. The
fire started in a eleset othaway be-
teccii joint and rear of the building.:
end the smoke awakened Mr. 1Villiam
Se; re the jeweler whit. eleeps in a
lestinutonaite rear (of the budding. On
ascome oflitber (ridding% backing na
:retold the store, there is no exis ex- ;
cept The front entrance. and Mr. Scare
was trapped in the rear where he was
kept in fear until the department
extiuguashed the blaze. Ile got to
the telephone in the back end rif the
*ewe anti iptickly notified the statio.
rut. ii who turned the chemicals and
matt fire fighting apparatus on the
Loa which us as brought to a ebb
and Jeweler Scars eletwed to escap;
ftiim Ma dangerous position.
Poxes and other material Were
the closet and it is believed a cigar
stele lighted, started the flame. The
less is covered with -insurance, as is ;
the building lose. The house belongs
to Miss Panline Ilouston of North t;
Fifth.
Dr. 1.. I,. Smith sleep, in his office MARINE
taistaire and awakening. rushed out :
,it, the street in his night clothing. 'SCALES, WIND-MILLS, ETC.
His furniture I•ot damage,l
• 326-28 South Third Street
Mr. j. F. Mirth left last night for;
Tues. 
Chicago and Philade Phones: Old 481a, New 7431phia tin busi-
•
1
S. El Mitchell
AGENCY FOR
Fairbanks Morse & Co.
STATIONARY, PORTABLE AND
ENGINES. PUMPS,
.Wlseeler's place. ICtuattanooga. Team
The Mary N is laying ep- with a The "learner Buttarff %cult to sibroken shaft, which is being repaired1Claekstilk yesterday and comes had
Thy Itirminglia marrivet today tomorrow %%hen she immediately pitafroni juppa nerotite to the Tenn...10in for Naslivilk.
see 71%,cr slier tie.. 4 This morning at 8 o'clock the Dock
' .111't. Harvester pas.ed glean Sun- Writ-fel leaves ter Cairo and (-conesdz) ,,,, al, lb 16.;at!e4 co.ilikas:• ti:l'eci hark MI- tight :Allirsin ii ii•elAsek lia ith hushing fusel for the West Ken-a The Joe Fowls r et.mrs in today
welly Coal compel). %, hie?, sent its r Gavin 1:sausville and detente at ...nee 4'
en to Memphis. i ou her return titan way.
The Castile' %sant to the Cumber-I The John S Hopkins went to
tans, flaw seieerdat• after a raft. I rvansidle, yesterday and comes lock
The So .i1:4 &parted )i •terd.ilt far tomorrow .
ow TV MIT •••• river. The City of Memphis is out el the
The tioshint T. II !taiga u tr. be Tenn,•ssee river and lies at the ssItarf it
;et front the marine we). int., the I boat until s o'clock tomorrow after
river tonegrrow, her repairs being ;nano 1461414e 410411W omit ..li her realm
4hout finishad. tit rt waes t
The Scimitar got assay Sunday for *flit Peters Lee will get to Citiciss-
Viekeburg. Miss., eith head matt of nati today and leave there tomerrow
Join; Austin. former patrol aabion on her return this way for Memphis.driver tor the Paducah poke.. depart The Georgia Lee gets to Afessrphis
went. today and leaven there tomorrow bv-is
The Chattanooga left sesterday for np this uay ter Cineihnitti.
REMOVAL NOTICE
0. A. Tate Grocery
from Fifth Jet-
ferson Empire
building 640 Broad-
way; Old Phone 93.
Now Ready for Business I t
FOR PIE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
RADEWATER COAL REALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal C
INCORPORATED..
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
V
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